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ABSTRACT
Research has indicated c strong relationship between eating disorder tendencies and selfharm behaviors. Obligatory exercise also has a strong link to eating disorders, and has
been conceptualized as a potential form of self-harming behavior. Research in the areas
o f eating disorders and self-harm have classified self-harm behaviors into impulsive and
compulsive types; however, excessive exercise has not been included among the selfharm behaviors. In addition, researchers have rarely included a concurrent measures of
impulsivity and compulsivity, or examined the relationship executive functions have to
eating disorders. A sample of 166 female undergraduate students completed the Eating
Disorder Inventory-2, Obligatory Exercise Questionnaire, Self-Harm Inventory,
Maudsley Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory (MOC), Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS),
Executive Functioning Index (EFI), among other pathology measures. Results indicated
that eating disorder tendencies were related to both impulsive and compulsive tendencies.
Participants who scored high on both impulsivity and compulsivity scored highest on
measures o f pathology. Individual who reported both disordered eating (e.g., bingeing)
and other self-harm (e.g., skin cutting) scored higher on scales of the BIS and MOC than
other groups. Individuals who engaged in four or more impulsive behaviors were more
likely to be obligatory exercisers. EDI-2 subscales were consistently related to poor
scores on the motivation, impulse control, and planning subscales of the EFI, suggesting
poorer executive functioning skills with higher eating disorder tendencies. Results are

discussed in terms of multi-impulsive bulimia and deliberate self-harm system, coping
strategies and decision making skills, and future directions for eating disorder research.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Eating disorders are a psychological disturbance characterized by severe
disturbances in eating behavior such as restricting intake to maintain a below normal
body weight, binge eating, and compensating for intake. Compensatory behaviors include
vomiting, laxative/diuretic use, and/or excessive exercise. Associated features of the
disorders are depressive and obsessive-compulsive symptoms, perfectionism, restrained
emotional expression, personality disturbance, impulse control problems, and suicide
attempts (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). Favazza, DeRosear, and Conterio
(1989) have suggested that self-injurious behaviors should also be considered an
associated feature. Research continues to seek greater understanding of this relationship.
For example, some eating disordered behaviors (e.g., bingeing), as well as self-injurious
behaviors (e.g., cutting) are considered to be a result of impulsiveness; whereas other
eating disordered features (e.g., vomiting), and self-injurious (e.g.. hair pulling) behaviors
are considered compulsive. Authors such as Lacey (1993) have argued that individuals
with multiple impulsive tendencies may have a more severe form of illness, whereas
other evidence suggests that individuals with both impulsive and compulsive features
may have more severe pathology (Favaro & Santanastoso, 1998). The purpose of the
current investigation is to explore the relationship between disordered eating and selfinjurious behavior, including compensatory behaviors that are potentially self-damaging

(e.g.. obligatory exercise), and the role impulsivity, compulsivity, and executive functions
may play in explaining this relationship.
Eating Disorders
Eating disorders are observed more frequently among females, with 90% of those
diagnosed being female (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). The two primary
diagnoses o f eating disorders are Anorexia Nervosa (AN), and Bulimia Nervosa (BN).
Anorexia Nervosa is characterized by extreme weight loss, a refusal to gain or maintain a
minimal weight of 85% of what is nonnal for height and weight, and amenorrhea.
Individuals with AN experience a distorted perception of shape and size, in that they
regard themselves as large, despite low body weight. Maintenance of low body weight is
accomplished primarily through food restriction, but is sometimes accompanied by
compensatory behaviors such as excessive exercise and vomiting. Individuals with AN
display psychological features such as perfectionism, obsessive-compulsive tendencies,
depression, and diminished interest in sex. AN is often accompanied by physical
symptoms that occur as a result of starvation such as heart irregularities, anemia, low
estrogen levels, and electrolyte imbalances (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).
Bulimia Nervosa is characterized by consuming a large amount of food in a short
period o f time (binge) and then compensating inappropriately for the binge through
vomiting, excessive exercise, and diuretic/laxative use. During the binge the individual
often reports a lack of control over the amount of the intake. Individuals with BN often
remain normal weight. Associated features of BN are impulse-control problems such as
alcohol or drug abuse, sexual activity, personality disorders, and suicide attempts. These
individuals may also experience strong depression and anxiety before and after a binge.

that is relieved after the purge. Individuals with BN often have physical abnormalities
and body damage from vomiting such as dental erosion, enlarged salivary glands, and
calluses on knuckles (American Psychiatric Association, 2000).
Development of Eating Disorders
The development of eating disorders often starts in late adolescence; however
symptoms o f eating disorders such as dissatisfaction with current body shape, have been
observed in young children (Parkinson, Tovee, & Cohen-Tovee, 1998). Several factors
have been identified as influencing the thin ideal for girls and women. One stream of
research has examined the importance of being thin for attracting a potential partner. For
example women rated a shape thinner than their own as being more attractive to men than
their current shape (Cohen & Adler, 1992). Another stream of research has focused on
how messages about having a thin body shape are sent to women. Some authors have
suggested that over time, society has grown to value increasingly thin figures. For
example, society’s values were measured by comparing the winners o f the Miss America
Pageant and Playboy centerfolds to average women across a span of several years.
Results indicated 1nat as pageant winners and centerfolds grew increasingly thin, the size
o f the average women became larger (Garner, Garfinkel, Scwartz, & Thompson, 1980;
Spitzer, Hendersen, & Zivian, 1999). As a result, individuals who are not part of the ideal
show increased risk for developing an eating disorder. For example, disordered eating in
grade 6 was best predicted by being overweight in grade 5 (Keel, Fulkerson, & Leon,
1997). Societal messages can have an impact on perception of attractiveness that is
impacting young children.

Another type of social message sent to children is pressure to alter the size and
shape of their body as a means of enhancing performance in physical activities. For
example, research has found that girls who participated in a sport that emphasized
appearance (e.g., dance) reported greater weight concerns than girls who participated in a
sport that did not (e.g., basketball). This has been reported in girls as young as 5 years old
(Krahnstoever Davison, Earnest, & Birch, 2002).
These types of social messages may lead individuals to diet to change their body
shape. Another risk factor is dieting behavior. A sample of athletes with eating disorders
were found to have higher rates of current and past dieting behavior as compared to
individuals without eating disorders (Hulley & Hill, 2001). Previous dieting behavior was
also predictive of later disordered eating in grade school children (Keel et al., 1997).
Depressive symptoms are also a risk factor for development of an eating disorder.
A study examined the role psychiatric conditions played in the development of an eating
disorder by statistically controlling for other risk factors (e.g., dietary restraint, purging).
The sample o f 756 youths were tested at the mean ages of 13, 16, and 22 years. Among
the results observed, depressive disorders during early adolescence produced an elevated
risk for an eating disorder (Johnson, Cohen, Kotler, Kasen, & Brook, 2002). Depressed
and eating disordered individuals both exhibit high levels of negative self-beliefs. Results
indicated that negative beliefs that separated eating disordered individuals from depressed
individuals were that individuals with eating disorders felt stupid and ugly. The role of
emotion was also explored in relation to body dissatisfaction. Hayaki, Friedman, and
Brownell (2002) found that low emotional expression was related to high body
dissatisfaction even when controlling for assertiveness, depression and BMI.

Emotion related factors other than depressive symptoms have also been found to
be related to eating disorders. For example, Bydlowski et al. (2005) compared 70
individuals with eating disorders to 70 female controls. Results indicated that individuals
with eating disorders were higher on alexithymia and unable to identify and describe their
own emotions, and were impaired in mentalizing others’ emotional experience. Results
indicated that the impairment of emotion processing was independent of affective
disorders. Wildes, Simons and Marcus (2005) examined the role of bulimic symptoms,
cognitions, and body dissatisfaction in a community sample of depressed, BN, and
control women. BN and depressed groups scored higher than the controls on body
dissatisfaction, weight, eating, shape and concerns, and food restraint. Overall, body
dissatisfaction was found to be characteristic of depressed individuals.
Emotions have also been found to influence how an individual may eat. Using the
Motivation for Eating Scale, Hawks, Madanat, Merrill, Goudy and Miyagawa (2003)
compared a sample of US and Japanese individuals. Among the results observed,
American women were more likely to eat for emotional reasons, whereas Japanese
women were more likely to eat for physical or environmental reasons. Results o f multiple
regressions indicated that individuals who reported dieting, felt they had an eating
disorder, or were physically active 2 3 times per month were more likely to report that
they ate for physical reasons. Individuals who exercised daily compared to once a month
were less likely to report that they ate for emotional reasons. Women who indicated that
they wanted to lose weight predicated eating for emotional, physical, and environmental
reasons. Frequency of dieting and higher levels of exercise were negati vely associated

with environmental eating. Restrictive dieting may lead to an urge to binge based on
physical and emotional reasons.
Another risk factor is a familial environment that is enmeshed, overprotective.
rigid, and achievement oriented, especially in the development of AN. On the other
hand, being raised in a family that encounters many conflicts, has emotional distance,
rejection, and neglect, is more likely to produce BN (Vidovic, Juresa, Begovac, Mahnik
& Tocilj, 2005). Family members of bulimics and anorexics have a greater likelihood of
an eating disorder, mood disorder, or a drug/alcohol abuse disorder, and/or place a focus
on food, diet, weight, appearance, and fitness (Rolls, Federoff, & Gutherie, 1991).
Early childhood trauma has also been related to the development of eating
disorders. It has been hypothesized that the trauma can negatively impact the child’s self
esteem, self-regulation, identity, and ability to relate to others. The trauma may also
further damage an individual’s ability to cope with other stresses, such as pressures to be
thin, or produce the sense that one is not in control of their own body or space (KearneyCooke & Streigel-Moore, 1994; Tripp & Petrie, 2001).
Another predisposing factor are the attitudes endorsed by those with eating
disorders. Gamer and Bemis (1982) identified several distorted attitudes that predispose
and maintain eating disorders. These include the importance of perfectionism, asceticism,
thinness, and control. Self-indulgence, fat, and weight gain are all considered in
contradiction to these values. These values may stem from the perception of what society
values such as control, and the perfect body (e.g., Davis, Claridge & Fox, 2000; Davis,
Schuster, Dionne, & Claridge, 2001; Davis & Scott-Robertson, 2000). This is consistent
with previously reviewed research outlining the message society sends about the

importance ot being thin, as well as the need for control that comes from a stressful life
situation.
Control is also a central feature outlined by Fairbum, Shafran, & Cooper (1998)
in a model that attempts to explain the maintanence of AN. They argue that the central
feature of AN is the need to control eating, that develops from feelings of ineffectiveness
and a drive for perfectionism, which in turn produces poor self-esteem. Dietary restriction
serves as an immediate source of self-control; it has an influence on the environment, and
can even delay puberty as well. Maintenance occurs when control over eating enhances
feelings of control and therefore reduces the threat on self-esteem. Starvation produces a
change in how physical and psychological effects are interpreted; for example, they begin
to perceive the world as uncontrollable, have difficulties focusing on more than one thing
(i.e., food restriction), and become hypersensitive to bodily sensations and changes in
shape. Finally, shape and weight are often regarded by Western society as a marker of
self-worth and self- control. Variables related to perfectionism and self-control that have
been shown to be strongly related to eating disorder tendencies are obsessive
compulsiveness and impulsiveness (Favaro et ah, 2005).
The examination of other temperament and personality characteristics besides
self-control was explored by Klump et al (2004). They compared individuals with an
eating disorder, those in recovery, and those without any diagnosed pathology on scores
of the Temperment and Character Inventory (TCI). Results indicated that eating
disordered women scored higher on harm avoidance, and lower on self-directedness than
control group women. Women who had BN as part of their diagnosis scored higher on
novelty-seeking while AN scored lower. Women with any form of AN had the highest

harm avoidance scores which suggests the tendency to inhibit behaviors and is
hypothesized to be related to increased levels of serotonin.
Together these risk factors suggest that the development of eating disorders
includes a combination of external pressures from society in general, and/or from family
environment; internal stresses such as low self-esteem, depression, or struggling with the
experience of trauma; temperament characteristics such as novelty-seeking, or behavior
inhibition (e.g., harm avoidance); and attitudes about the importance of control,
perfectionism, and the value of thinness. Two features that may moderate the relationship
of those factors to eating disorders are compulsive and impulsive features.
Features of Impulsivity and Compulsivity
The study of compulsive and impulsive features have further added to the
knowledge of eating disorder development and progression. Compulsivity is regarded as
repetitive behaviors or mental acts a person feels compelled to perform. The behaviors or
mental acts are aimed at preventing or reducing stress (American Psychiatric Association,
2000 ).

Impulsivity is defined as predisposition toward rapid, unplanned reactions to
internal or external stimuli without regard to the negative consequences of these reactions
to the impulsive individual or to others (Moeller, Barratt, Doughtery, Schmitz, & Swann,
2001). Impulsivity is found in many different psychological disorders, such as personality
disorders, mania, and substance abuse. Impulsivity has been related to behavioral
inhibition including greater motor activation, less attention, and decreased planning
abilities. This suggests the frontal lobes are involved, as frontal lobe dysfunction has been

linked to impulsivity, as well as the development of personality disorders (Berlin &
Rolls. 2004; Coolidge, Segal. Stewart, & Ellett, 2000).
Compulsive and impulsive behaviors share some characteristics in common.
Individuals with difficulty controlling impulses and compulsions both experience anxiety,
and guilt; and both often struggle to conceal or deny their experiences and actions
(Ravindran, 1999). Hollander (1998) argued that compulsive and impulsive behaviors are
similar in that they both involve a repetitive behavior and the inability to avoid acting out
that behavior. The mechanism behind the behavior is different however. That is
compulsive individuals attempt to reduce negativity through their behavior, whereas
impulsive individuals take pleasure in their behavior.
Impulsive and compulsive dimensions have been theorized to exist ~n a
continuum (e.g., Favaro & Santanastaso. 1996). The neurological hypothesis for why
impulsive and compulsive behaviors exist, on a continuum contends that compulsive
symptoms would be characterized by increased frontal lobe activity, or increased
serotonin thereby producing ruminative and stereotyped behavior aimed at minimizing or
avoiding harm. Impulsivity would be associated with decreased frontal activity, or
decreased serotonergic function, which may lead to uncontrolled or volatile behavior
(Hollander, 1998). Evidence comes from the effectiveness of SSRI’s in treating both
impulsive and compulsive disorders (Ravindran, 1999). Other support for the role of
frontal lobe comes from research examining executive functioning. Impulsivity has also
been linked to executive functioning and decision-making. Individuals with poor
executive functioning were more likely to demonstrate impulsive behaviors. Impulsive

individuals were more likely to make poor choices, and more likely to focus on
immediate consequences (Hinson, Jameson, & Whitney, 2003).
The continuum theory was disputed by Fontenelle, Mendlowicz, and Versiani
(2005). Forty-five individuals with OCD were assessed for comorbid impulse control
disorders, and 35% had comorbid impulse control problems. Observed characteristics in
patients with impulse control problems were an earlier age of onset, more severe OCD
symptoms, and higher rate of anxiety disorders. Overall the results suggest that
individuals with both OCD and impulse control conditions have more severe OCD and
are more difficult to treat. These results suggest that compulsive and impulsive disorders
are not on a continuum, but can both exist at the same time. A possibility is that an
underlying disorder (e.g., anxiety, substance, eating) could predispose an individual to
have both impulsive and compulsive symptoms. Askenazy et al. (2003) examined anxiety
and impulsivity in four groups of adolescent patients that scored high on both, low on
both, high on anxiety and low on impulsivity, or low on anxiety and high on impulsivity.
The group high on both were likely to be hypomanic with recurrent suicide attempts. The
group high on impulsivity and low on anxiety scored the highest on conduct problems.
The group who were nonimpulsive but anxious exhibited AN and depression. The group
low on both, minimal diagnoses were found, and none that indicated a trend. This study
could be expanded by including measures of compulsivity, to be able to explore the
differences between the impulsivity and compulsivity among individuals with eating
disorder tendencies and those without. Another theory about the occurrence of impulsive
and compulsive tendencies together that is consistent with information presented earlier
is that coexisting impulsive and compulsive features have been linked with unstable

prefrontal systems and serotonin dy.regulation (Hollander, 1998). The discussion now
turns to the relation of impulsivity and compulsivity specifically to eating disorders.
Impulsivity, Compulsivity, and Eating Disorders
The role of impulsivity and compulsivity in the development and maintenance of
eating disorders has been studied extensively. Another investigation of compulsivity
examined the role of OC traits in the development of eating disorders. People who
reported childhood OC traits were more likely to develop eating disorders. The authors
indicate that the odds ratio for eating disorders increased by a factor of 6.9 for every
additional trait present (Anderluh, Tchanturia, Rabe-Hesketh, & Treasure, 2003).
Milos, Spindler, Ruggiero, Klaghofer, and Schnyder (2002) examined the
comorL: Jtv of OCD with eating disorders. Among the results observed, a 29.5%
comorbidity rate occurred between OCD and eating disorders, with no difference
between AN and BN. OCD comorbidity was significantly associated with a longer
history of eating disorders. This is consistent with DSM-IV-TR reported associated
features (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). These results do not add information
on comorbid impulsive tendencies, or the impact of impulsive characteristics in the
severity and course of eating disorders or their relation to other pathology.
Halmi (2005) explored features that anorexics and individuals with obsessivecompulsive personality disorder and obsessive-compulsive disorder share; for example,
inflexibility, rigidity, stubbornness, and perfectionism. Despite these similarities, the co
occurrence of OCPD among eating disordered individuals has been found to be relatively
low (9%), with 18% at subthreshold levels. Binge/purge type anorectics had higher
incidences than restricting type. This is surprising based on the impulsive nature of binge
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eating; however, as Hawks et al (2003) discovered. ro ictive dieters were more likely to
binge eat for physical or emotional reasons related to hunger, and not necessarily based
on an underlying pathology.
Matsunaga, Miyata, Iwasaki, Matsui, Fujimoto and Kiriike (1999) found that
women with both an eating disorder and OCD were more concerned with symmetry and
order than OCD only women. The group with both diagnoses were more likely to display
OCPD. BN subjects with OCD were more likely to demonstrate aggressive obsessions
and impulsivity.
Another stream of research has examined the relationship between impulsive
behaviors and eating disorders. Lyke and Spinella (2004) examined the relationship
between three elements of impulsivity, nonplanning, attentional, and motor, using the
BIS, with elements of eating disorders, cognitive restraint, inhibition, and hunger.
Disinhibition (loss of control over eating) was positively correlated with both attentional
and motor impulsivity, and hunger (desire for food) was positively correlated with
attentional impulsivity. Cognitive restraint (thought involved in eating) was not related to
any of the components of impulsivity, and nonplanning was not related to any component
of eating. This suggests that a lack of foresight is unrelated to any dimension of normal
eating; Disinhibition, however, is related to impulses rather than a lack of planning.
Trends in research have found impulsive behaviors to be a feature of BN for
several reasons. For example, binge eating and drinking have several overlapping factors
such as a loss of control, cravings, preoccupation with substance, negative physical,
social, and occupational consequences, and immediate gratification followed by long
term harm (Wonderlich, Myers, Norton, & Crosby, 2002).

For example, in a sample of bulimie individuals, 28% abused drugs, 21%
repeatedly stole, 18% repeatedly overdosed, and 8% regularly cut themselves. In total,
40% reported self-damaging and addictive behavior, 80% of which a history of at least
three (Lacey, 1993). Cutting was related to alcohol and drug use. No one reported that
cutting was a suicidal gesture. Reported reasons for cutting were that they hated their
bodies, that a particular body part drew unwanted attention, relief from tension, and a
tranquil feeling after cutting (Lacey, 1993).
Lacey (1993) defined these individuals as ‘multi-impulsive bulimics.’
Characteristics of the group are that they are older, less likely to be in a stable
relationship, had an alcohol abusing family and partner, a history of sexual abuse, and
personality disorder(s). Authors suggest that stealing and repeated overdosing (multiimpulsive behaviors) indicate a more severe form of the disorder, or that multi-impulsive
bulimics have more general psychopathology (Lacey, 1993).
Several other authors have explored the theory of multi-impulsive bulimia. For
example, Bells and Newns (2002) defined multi-impulsive bulimia as individuals with a
BN plus two or more impulsive behaviors. Multi-impulsive bulimics have similar BN
tendencies, but higher depression at intake, and following treatment.
Benjamin and Wulfert (2005) also examined the role of multiple impulsive
behaviors and impulsivity among women who binge eat, and/or abuse alcohol. Results
suggested that women who binge eat or drink heavily are similar in their dispositional
characteristics, but are different from those who engage in both. Those who engaged in
either binge eating or alcohol abuse scored high on impulsivity and showed a high
tolerance of deviance; however those who engaged in both were emotionally unstable as
13

measured by Goldberg’s Mini-Markers Scale. The results of this study did not support the
multi-impulsivity model, as impulsive tendencies predicted one impulsive behavior, but
not more than one. In addition, the individuals who performed two acts were thought to
resemble more closely compulsive individuals in the level of emotional instability,
whereas those who performed one behavior resembled more closely an impulsive
individual in terms of attitudes. This is consistent with eating disordered indivdiuals’
obsessiveness with food, and planning binges, in addition to other impulsive behaviors
(e.g.. laxative use).
Penas-Lieuo, Fernandez and Waller (2004) examined anger, bulimia and
impulsivity in a nonclinical sample of women and men. Impulsive behaviors were
classified into internal and externally directed (e.g., self-harm vs. risky driving).
Differences in these behaviors or mrred between men and women. Women were more
likely to engage ia bulimic behaviors, especially when angry. Men’s anger was associated
with internally directed impulsive behaviors such as substance abuse and self-harm,
possibly to serve as a disinhibitor for those experiencing anger. External expression of
anger was elated to binge-eating for both genders.
Nagata, Kawarada, Kiriike and Iketani (2000) explored whether comorbid
impulsive behaviors among those with eating disorders are part of the psychopathology,
or are the consequence of chaotic eating. Multi-impulsivity was measured by displaying
at least three of following: heavy regular alcohol use, suicide attempts; self-mutilation;
repeated shoplifting; sexual relationship with persons not well known. AN-binge type,
and BN individuals were more likely to have multi-impulsive symptoms than restricting
AN. Multi-impulsivity began before the onset of eating disorders; howev er in those who
14

did not meet criteria for multi-impulsivity, self-mutilation began after they had an eating
disorder diagnosis. No differences were observed in the eating disorder symptoms of BN
with or without multi-impulsivity.
Welch and Fairburn (1996) examined impulsive behaviors in women with bulimia
nervosa, normal controls, and other psychiatric disorders matched on age and parental
social class. Bulimia nervosa used more illicit drugs than controls, but did not differ in
alcohol consumption from normals, but did psychiatric controls. Bulimic individuals had
a higher level of deliberate self-harm then either groups of controls. Authors do not
suggest that a different diagnosis for multi-impulsive bulimia is warranted because they
hypothesize that self-harm, and drug and alcohol misuse may each have a differing
relationship with BN rather than suggest a common impulse control problem; thus
resulting in a heterogeneous rather than homogeneous group.
Another line of research examined specifically impulse control disorders (e.g.,
trichotillomania) with relation to eating disorders. Christenson and Mitchell (1991)
explored the difference in habitual behaviors, self-injurious behaviors, and other impulse
control disorders between 65 BN individuals and 40 controls. Results indicated that more
controls that BN exhibited cheek chewing and stealing than controls. No differences were
observed between the groups on any other variables including trichotillomania, burning,
or cutting, or other variables theorized to release tension. This suggests that the link
between eating disorders and self-harm is not through a common impulse regulation
disorder.
Impulsivity has been strongly linked to executive functions. Behaviors, thoughts
and feelings are guided, using representational knowledge, i.e., memory. This knowledge

is used to inhibit inappropriate actions or thoughts and to plan effective actions. These
fundamental cognitive abilities make-up what are known as executive functions and
include the ability to regulate attention, planning, impulse control, mental flexibility, the
initiation and monitoring of action, including self-monitoring (Amsten & Li, 2005).
The relation between impulsivity and eating disorders was examined through the
study of executive functioning. Results indicated that AN individuals demonstrated
difficulties focusing attention, and less flexibility of thought. Authors suggest that need
for further examination of obsessive-type body preoccupation, and that the body image
disturbance of AN is related to disturbances in executive functioning (Fassino et al.,
2002). In light of the strong relationship between eating disorder symptomatology and
frontal lobe functioning, testing executive functioning would add to the current
conceptualization of eating disorders.
Self-Harm Behaviors
As mentioned in the previous section, impulsive and compulsive behaviors are
common among individuals with eating disorders. Many of the behaviors described are
also conceptualized as self-harm behaviors (e.g., drug/alcohol abuse, cutting, attempting
suicide). This next section provides some background on self-harm behaviors before
discussing specifically the relationship between self-harm behaviors and eating disorders.
Deliberate self-harm occurs when an individual willfully performs a painful,
injurious, and destructive act on their own body without the intent to kill themselves,
although they are more likely to commit suicide in the future (Lacey, 1993). The selfharm behavior occurs following an impulse, tension mounts following the resistance of
the impulse, followed by relief after the self-injury (Pattison & Kahan, 1983). They
16

described the psychological symptoms of deliberate self-harm to include: sudden and
recurrent intrusive impulses to harm oneself without the perceived ability to resist; a
sense of existing in an intolerable situation which one can neither cope with nor control;
increasing anxiety, agitation, and anger; constriction of cognitive-perceptual processes
that limit perceived availability of alternative choices; psychic relief after self-harm;
depressed mood.
Self-mutilation can be understood as a more severe form of self-harm. Favazza
(1998) described self-mutilation as a morbid self-help effort providing rapid but
temporary relief from feelings of depersonalization, guilt, rejection, and bore'" >m, as well
as hallucinations, sexual preoccupations, and chaotic thoughts. Relief from the behavior
lasts for several hours to several weeks (Favazza et al., 1989). The areas most often
mutilated are the arms and frontal body from shoulders to knees (Favazza, 1998). The
self-mutilative behavior becomes more severe as the individual begins to believe they
cannot control their behavior, and they become increasingly disfigured which makes
suicide attempts become more likely.
Self-harm and suicide attempts can be distinguished in several ways. Self
injurious behavior is a way to manage distress and to feel better, whereas those who
attempt suicide are trying to remove themselves from their current life, and are motivated
to die (Favazza, 1998). The definition of behaviors that qualify as self-harm has been
debated (Pattison & Kahan, 1983). It has been suggested that self-starvation and purging
behaviors observed among individuals with eating disorders could be classified as selfharm (Sansone, Wiederman & Sansone, 1998) even though they are not self-mutilative.
Pattison and Kahan (1983) suggest a classification system of self-harm that consists of
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direct or indirect attempts at high, medium, or low lethality that could include behaviors
indicative of disordered eating. The definition of self-harm behavior varies widely but the
conceptualization for this investigation is that self-harm behavior be defined to include
low-lethality methods such as food restriction and excessive exercise.
Frequency of medium-high lethality behaviors were examined in an adolescent
population. A sample of 390 high school were examined by Muehlenkamp and Gutierrez
(2004) to explore differences between individuals who attempted suicide and engaged in
self-injurious behavior, on measures of depression, suicidal ideation, and attitudes
towards life and death. Among the results observed 16% had engaged in a SIB, and 6%
had made a suicide attempt without SIB. Most began self-injurying at age 14 (26.5%),
58% between the ages of 13-15. Of those who reported only SIB, 45% were female. The
most common methods were cutting, scratching, and self-hitting. Of suicide attempters,
73% were female. Those who reported SIB reported more depressive symptoms and
suicidal ideation compared to controls. Individuals who reported SIB were less repulsed
by life than those who attempted suicide, and both groups were more repulsed by life
than controls. No gender differences were observed. This study could be expanded by
including low lethality methods of self-harm such as those observed among individuals
with eating disorders such as starvation, purging, and excessive exercise (Davis, 1997;
Van der Kolk, Perry & Herman, 1991).
Eating Disorders and Self-harm
As previously discussed, symptoms of eating disorders such as self-starvation and
purging can be considered self-harm behaviors. Not surprisingly then, self-harm and
eating disorders frequently occur together. Sansone and Levitt (2002b) examined the

prevalence of self-harm behavior among individuals with eating disorders through an
examination of literature from 1966. Prevalence of suicide attempts were 23% among
outpatients with bulimia nervosa, and 39% among inpatients with bulimia nervosa. Self
injury among outpatient and outpatient bulimics was 25%. The prevalence of suicide
attempts were 54% among alcoholic bulimics, and 16% in outpatient anorexics. Selfharm among outpatient anorexics is 23%.
Other investigations of the prevalence of self-harm behaviors among individuals
with eating disorders were conducted by Claes and colleagues. Claes et al. (2001) found
that 44% of 134 eating disordered inpatients reported at least one form of self-injurious
behavior. The rate among AN-R was 34%, AN-P was 52%, and BN was 44%. These
differences were not significant. AN and BN differed in that AN began self-harming
earlier than BN (87% before age 18 vs. 44.4% BN). Individuals who did not report
feeling pain during the incident scored higher on dissociative experiences. Those who
admitted SIB reported higher levels of psychological dysfunction, dissociative
experiences, and impulsiveness as compared to noninjurers.
Claes, Vandereycken, and Vertommen (2004a) found that 47% of their sample of
eating disordered individuals engaged in at least one self-injurious behavior. In another
sample of 376 inpatient eating disordered individuals, 34.6% reported ever having injured
themselves, and 21.3% self-injured in the 6 months before the study (Paul, Schroeter,
Dahme, & Nutzinger, 2002). Results indicated that roughly 50% of the injurers began
injuring after the onset of the eating disorder, 25% began before, and 25% reported
concurrent onset of eating pathology and self-harm. Overall these results support the high
co-occurrence of self-harm behaviors and eating disorders.
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Patients with anorexia nervosa commit suicide at a rate higher than the general
population. In the sample obtained by Pompilli, Mancinelli, Giradi, Ruberto, & Taterelli
(2004), 36/1538 of eating disordered individuals committed suicide. Individuals with
eating disorders exhibit self-harm behaviors that tend to be more repetitive than suicidal
attempts, and have a low suicidal intent and low lethality (Favazza & Simeon, 1995).
Reported risk factors for suicide and attempted suicide among individuals with eating
disorders are purge type AN, chronic disease, low BMI at presentation and during
treatment, obsessive symptoms, drug abuse, and major depression (Pompilli et al., 2004).
Disordered eating behaviors and more traditionally regarded self-harm behaviors
have several features in common. Neither superficial mutilation nor binge/purge
behaviors have suicidal intent, so both may have reducing tension or relieving an
emotional state in common, and dissociative symptoms (Favaro & Santonastaso, 1998).
The reported feeling of tension building before an individual harms is consistent with that
reported by individuals before a binge/purge session. Similarities exist, such as Bulimics
and deliberate self-injurers both describe their behavior as a self-punishment (Van der
Kolk et al., 1991; Favazza & Rosenthal, 1993).Both bulimic behaviors and SIB have
been linked to impulse-control and obsessive-compulsive disorders.
Several factors may increase the risk of self-harm behaviors among individuals
with eating disorders. For example, Sansone and Levitt (2002) found that alcohol use
may increase the risk of self-harm behaviors among individuals with eating disorders.
They also found that the prevalence of borderline personality disorder among eating
disorder group is 36%. This suggests that individuals with eating disorders and comorbid
pcr.sonalii) pathology, particularly cluster B, may be at higher risk for a suicide attempt.
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Although eating disorders and self-harm behaviors often co-occur, there are
ditterences between those who have an eating disorder and self-harm, and those who selfharm without a comorbid eating disorder. Individuals with eating disorders exhibit selfharm behaviors that tend to be more repetitive than suicidal attempts, and have a low
suicidal intent and low lethality (Favazza et al., 1989).
To examine the role of self-harm among those with eating disorders, Wildman,
Lilenfield, and Marcus (2004) explored differences in comorbidity onset patterns
between eating-disordered women with and without a history of parasiticide. Their
sample consisted of 54 women with a current or previous eating disorder diagnosis. Fifty
percent had a history of suicide attempts and self-injury. Results indicated that 74% met
criteria for a lifetime history of an anxiety disorder, and this was more likely among
parasuicidal women. Among these women, 85% developed an anxiety disorder before
they developed an eating disorder, and there was no difference between the parasuicidal
and nonsuicidal women. All participants in the study met criteria for a major depressive
episode. There was no difference in rates of depression between parasuicidal and
nonsuicidal women, but more parasuicidal women had a major depressive disorder prior
to onset of an eating disorder. Fifty percent of participants had a lifetime history of a
substance use disorder with no difference in incidence between diagnostic groups. Both
groups were more likely to develop a substance use disorder after an eating disorder
diagnosis.
An investigation of the role of impulse it> among self-injiuers and eating
disorders was conducted by Favaro and Santonastaso (1996) in a sample of 198
individuals previously diagnosed with an eating disorder. Results indicated that
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psychiatric symptoms were more serious in purging compared to nonpurging groups,
while no difference occurred between different forms of purging behavior. The presence
of multiple methods to control weight (i.e., vomiting and laxatives) appeared to be a
predictor of self-injurious behaviors such as suicide attempts, that were described as
impulsive behaviors. Among individuals with BN, the self-injury was most often a
suicide attempt. Exercise was not considered a purging behavior in this investigation.
The difference between self-harm and suicide attempts was also investigated by
Anderson, Carter, McIntosh, Joyce and Bulik (2002). They examined differences in a
sample of 152 bulimic individuals with and without self-harm features, and suicidal
features. Women with BN and self-harm behaviors reported more laxative and drug
abuse, and higher scores on the TCI subscale self-transcendence (that may suggest higher
dissociation and disconnectedness). The suicide group scored higher on both Axis I and
Axis II features. The BN with self-harm and suicide attempts scored higher on body
dissatisfaction and lower on interoceptive awareness than the BN controls. Self-harm and
suicidal behaviors that occurs in the presence of both depression and body dissatisfaction
i>.t\ oe a consequence of overall negative self-evaluation and cognitive distortion
secondary to their depression. Self-harm behaviors could be conceptualized as adjunctive
behaviors performing an anxiolytic function in the absence of appropriate cognitive
coping strategies. This is consistent with Penas-Lledo et al. (2004) who found that
alcohol use may perform an anxiolytic function among individuals with impulsive and
angry tendencies. Overall, results suggest the possibility of a mediating role of
depression, dissociation and serotonergic dysfunction.
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Comm onalities between Eating D isorders and Self-harm

As previously outlined, there are strong similarities between individuals who selfharm and those with an eating disorder. This next section reviews literature exploring
why the two may be so strongly related due to similar childhood experiences; for
example, exposure to trauma, abuse, or an unstable family environment (Tripp & Petrie,
2001). Claes et al. (2004a) utilized the Family Environment Scale (FES), and the Selfinjury Questionnarie (SIB) to assess factors predictive of self-injurious behavior among
individuals with eating disorders. Results indicated that individuals who self-injured were
more likely to have been raised in family that was less cohesive, expressive and socially
oriented, and more conflictual and disorganized that the family environment of those who
did not self-injure. Results also suggested that individuals with AN-restiicters were more
likely to engage in compulsive forms of self-harm such as scratching compared to BN
diagnosis; AN-Purgers were more likely to engage in impulsive forms of self-harm such
as cutting than those with eating disorders who did not purge.
Another investigation found that a history of childhood sexual and physical abuse
as measured by the Traumatic Antecedents Questionnaire were highly significant
predictors of self-cutting, suicide attempts, and anorexia (van der Kolk et al., 1991).
Dissociation was associated with cutting, and anorexia, and predicted suicide attempts at
follow-up.
Patients who repetitively attempt suicide or engage in chronic self-cutting are
prone to react to current stresses, potentially as a replay of childhood trauma, neglect and
abandonment (van der Kolk et al., 1991). Paul et al. (2002) investigated the role of a
trauma history in self-harm and eating disorders in a sample of 376 inpatient eating
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disordered individuals. Results of the study indicate that self-injuring patients had a
higher number of traumatic events, higher dissociation scores, and exhibited more
obsessive-compulsive thoughts and behaviors than those that did not self-injure.
Differences were obtained between eating disorder groups in that BN individuals
displayed higher impulsivity scores. Overall results support that patients with eating
disorders are at risk for self-injurious behavior, and that self-injurers had more severe
earing pathology than noninjurers, as well as more obsessive-compulsive thoughts and
behaviors. Taken together, these results also support that function self-injuring behavior
serves as a meins of regulating emotional discomfort that developed from early trauma.
Van der Kolk et al. (1991) hypothesize that early childhood trauma disrupts the self
regulation system in their developing central nervous system. Experiences following the
trauma that threaten safety, or evoke anger or other emotions may precipitate dissociation
or self-destructive behavior as a means of coping with that emotion. This is consistent
with Hollander (1998) report of the role of serotonin. Serotonin is linked to impulsive and
compulsive behaviors, and to emotional regulation. This suggests that self-harm
behaviors may also be triggered by a similar mechanism that triggers disordered eating
and obsessive-compulsive disorders.
A second variable in common between eating disorders and self-harm are
personality or mood traits, such as depression. Claes, Vandereycken and Vertommen
(2003) examined the relationship between self-injurious and eating disordered behaviors
in a sample of 70 female inpatients. Individuals who self-harmed were higher on scores
of anxiety, depression, hostility, and cluster B personality disorders, anger, traumatic
experiences, and dissociation. Results also indicated that the more self-harming behaviors
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present, the more severe the pathology, and trauma history. The majori ty of those who
met criteria for BN admitted to having carried out at least one self-harming behavior.
Half of the self-injurers engaged in more than one form of self-harming behavior.
Individuals who reported a form of self-harm reported more impulsive behaviors than
those who did not self-injure. Individuals who injured reported more angry feelings than
those who didn’t. This study could be expanded by exploring compulsive as well as
impulsive features.
Claes, Vandereycken and Vertommen (2004b) examined personality traits, eatingdisorder symptomology, and self-harm in 178 eating disordered patients. Among the
results observed, 46.5% showed at least one form of self-harming. Eating disordered
individuals who self-harmed scored higher on neuroticism and lower on extraversion than
the individuals who did not. They were also more anxious, willing to please, less
cheerful, efficient and ambitious. Bulimics were significantly more impulsive than
anorexics. As outlined earlier, research examining bulimics and impulsivity found that
bulimics with concurrent self-harm display greater mood disturbance, self-destructive
behavior, family distress, dysfunction, and more likely to be treated with medication or
hospitalized (Lacey, 1993). Bulimics who show at least 3 impulsive behaviors showed
more psychopathology and poorer treatment outcome than bulimics without as many
impulsive behaviors (Fichter, Quadflieg, & Rief, 1994).
Taken together, these studies suggest that eating disorders may share a common
precipitating factor of traumatic events, or troubled family situation, that in tum leads to
mood dysregulation, that is most likely related to a dysregulation of serotonin. A
serotonin dysregulation is also linked to the occurrence of impulsive and compulsive
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tendencies. This commonality in one that may then help to understand the relationship
between eating disorders, self-harm, and impulsivity, and compulsivity. This next section
reviews literature to help understand how the to.’r constructs are related.
Eating disorders. Self-harm, Impulsivity and Compulsivity
Favazza et al. (1989) argue that individuals with comorbid self-harm and eating
pathology should be more accurately conceptualized as an impulse control disorder
known as the “deliberate self-harm syndrome/’ They argue that if a patient is restricted
from engaging in one impulsive behavior, they would engage in another. For example, if
an individual was not able to purge after eating, they would be likely to self-injure. They
describe the deliberate self-harm syndrome as repetitive, low-lethality, self-injurious
behavior, without conscious suicidal intent. They also argue that self-harm should be
listed as an associated feature of Anorexia Nervosa/Bulimia Nervosa. This theory
suggests a strong relationship with the possibility of similar mechanisms underlying the
two constructs; however, it does not account for the occurrence of comorbid compulsive
tendencies.
As discussed previously, self-harm behavior has many definitions and differing
features depending on the type of self-harm behavior. Self-harm behavior has commonly
been considered almost interchangeable with impulsive behaviors (e.g., Favaro &
Santonastaso, 1996); however, both have been defined; Compulsive behaviors are
habitual and repetitive with “resistance to an ego-dystonic urge”, while impulsive selfharm is episodic and gratifying, is ego-systonic, triggered by events, and “involves little
resistance”(Favazza & Simeon, 1995).

Favarro and Santonastaso (1998) sought to clarify whether which self-harm
behaviors were impulsive and which were compulsive. They conducted a factor analysis
on different reported types of self-harm behaviors in a sample of 125 individuals with BN
to classify self-harm behaviors as impulsive or compulsive. The sample was also
administered the SCL-90, and Eating Disorder Inventory. The majority of the sample
(70%) reported at least one self-harming behavior, and 17% reported suicide attempts.
Vomiting, nail biting, and hair pulling loaded on the compulsive dimension, whereas
laxative abuse, suicide attempts, skin cutting and burning, and substance/alcohol use
loaded as impulsive acts. Impulsive acts (i.e., laxative abuse) correlated 'with childhood
sexual abuse and more serious psychiatric symptoms, whereas compulsive acts (i.e.,
vomiting) were related to a longer duration of illness, and both were associated with
greater depression and lack of interoceptive awareness (Favaro & Santonastaso, 1998).
Favaro and Santonastaso (1998) then divided participants into four groups based
on their scores on impulsive and compulsive dimensions. One group scored high on both,
one low on both, one high on compulsive and low impulsive, and the fourth, low on
compulsive and high on impulsive. The impulsive groups had the most suicide attempts,
the impulsive only had the most self-injury and substance abuse. The compulsive only
group had the most hair pullers, severe nail biting, and vomiting. The compulsive and
impulsive together groups had the most diuretic abusers. Binge eating was consistent
among the four groups, although it was not included as a factor in the classification
analysis. On the subscales on the EDI, the group low on both dimensions were scored
significantly lower on interoceptive awareness than the other 3 groups. No other
differences were reported on the EDI. This suggests that self-injury in eating disorders is
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not only a way to relieve tension, but also a way to experience one's body. On the SCL90. the impulsive groups consistently scored higher than the other groups on all scales.
These results are consistent with the theory that impulse-control and obsessivecompulsive disorders have in common an urge to commit an act, tension while resisting
the act, and relief after it is completed, although the physical harm the act causes differs
between groups.
Another such study was conducted by Favaro and Santonastaso (2000) in 236
individuals diagnosed with AN. Results indicated that 62% of AN reported at least one
form of SIB. They classified behaviors as impulsive (i.e., cutting, burning, suicide
attempts), compulsive (i.e., hair pulling, nail biting) or purging (i.e., vomiting, laxative
abuse) through factor analysis. Restricting type AN reported significantly fewer
impulsive behaviors than binge type AN. The predictors of compulsive dimension were
age, and obsessive-compulsive traits. The predictors of impulsive dimension were
childhood sexual abuse, and anxiety. The predictors of purging were age, and EDI
subscale DFT, and ineffectiveness. Purging behavior differed between AN and BN in
that among BN, purging behavior did not form it’s own dimension separate from
impulsive and compulsive tendencies whereas among AN, the authors suggest that
purging behavior may serve a different function for ANs. Predictors of impulsive and
compulsive dimensions of SIB are similar among AN and BN. Impulsive SIB was
predicted by sexual abuse and depression in BN, and sexual abuse, obsessionality, and
anxiety in AN (Favaro & Santonastaso, 2000).
In addition, symptoms of BN (i.e., vomiting, and laxative use) loaded on different
dimensions, suggesting that more complexity to the idea of multi-impulsive bulimia than
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previously thought in that comorbid compulsive features may represent a different state
oi the illness, or a different type of patient. A limitation of this study was that there no
were concurrent measures of trait impulsive symptoms, to investigate the strength of the
relationship between theorized impulsive acts and concurrent measures of impulsivity
and compulsivity to add additional strength to the idea of dimensional classification of
self-harm behaviors as impulsive or compulsive.
Among bulimics, purging may be a compensation for a binge, a form of self
punishment, or a way to get out of a dissociative-like state. Among anorexics, purging is
primarily a weight control technique, or control over food and body, without first
experiencing the sense of losing control. Among AN, more than one self-harm behavior
may indicate greater need to control the body. Favaro and Santonastaso (2002) provided
insight into how co-occurring impulsive and compulsive features can contribute to the
knowledge of eating disorders. They hypothesized that the presence of compulsive acts
appears to be a means of counteracting impulsivity and loss of control, and/or a way to
achieve total control of the body and its sensations. When both compulsive and impulsive
features are present among an individual there may be increased resistance to treatment
because both together may be a sign of a stronger need to control the body (Favaro &
Santonastaso, 2002). This line of research could be expanded to include other types of
self-harm behaviors related to eating disorders such as exercise.
C le study has examined the role of exercise. Davis and Karvinen (2002)
examined whether self-harm behaviors among 153 eating disorder individuals were
compulsive or impulsive behaviors. Results indicated that AN and BN individuals did not
differ in frequency of self-harm. Individuals with an urge to self-harm were more likely
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to have obsessive-compulsive symptoms and addictive personality characteristics,
compared to those with out. There were significantly more excessive exercisers and
fewer nonexercisers in the no intention to harm group (47% vs. 53%) than the intention
group (78% vs. 22%). Regression analyses revealed that those with an intention to harm
had greater obsessive-compulsive characteristics (as measured by the Maudesley
Obsessive-Compulsive Inventory), more addictive personality traits, and more likely to
have been an excessive exerciser. A limitation of this study is that they examined
intention to harm, and not individuals who actually admitted to harm.
Overall, the co-occurrence of self-harm and eating disordered behaviors are
related to increased pathology. Investigations have sought to reveal the relation between
these constructs through the investigation of impulsive and compulsive tendencies, and
research thus far has not been conclusive on which behaviors are impulsive or
compulsive. A common purging, and potentially harmful, behavior among individuals
with eating disorders is exercise. Short of Davis and Karvinen’s (2002) investigation, no
research to date have examined
Exercise
A fitness craze across North America is continually gaining strength. It has been
reported (Yates, 1991) that the number of people claiming to exercise regularly has
doubled in the last 25 years and this number will likely continue to increase. For women,
“the implied message in much of the fitness propaganda is that the pursuit for good health
is the pursuit of thinness...’’(Davis, 1990a, p. 14). The idealized body for women is one
that is thin and fit, and one that is lean and muscular for men (Brownell, 1991). Despite
recognized benefits of exercise resulting from improved cardiovascular functioning,
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engaging in exercise for enjoyment is not a commonly endorsed reason reported by adult
women and men (Silberstein, Striegel-Moore. Timko & Rodin, 1988). Exercise has
become a socially acceptable way for women to deal with diet and weight concerns
(Davis, 1990a). Although exercise may not be inherently pleasurable, it takes on
secondary benefits such as weight lost or muscle gain as well as the ability to regulate
mood (Davis, 2000). It has been proposed that these secondary benefits may be related to
the development of eating disorders (Adkins & Keel, 2005; Mond, Hay, Rodgers, Owen
& Beumont, 2004), and make recovery of an eating disorder more difficulty. As
discussed previously, excessive exercise is often an associated feature of eating disorders,
and has been conceptualized as an addiction, or self-harm behavior (Davis, 1997).
Although much is known about the positive effects of exercise (i.e., physical and
psychological well-being) there is also evidence that their may be negati ve effects of
excessive exercise. For example, individuals may become “addicted” to exercise and
exercise to extreme or dangerous levels. Obligatory exercisers are those for whom
exercise is the central focus of their lives, despite any social or physical consequences,
and who experience anxiety and dysphoria if unable to exercise (Yates, 1991). Exercise is
excessive when it is exceeds what is required for physical health and increases the risk of
injury (Davis & Karvinen, 2002). Exercise is compulsive when is characterized by the
maintenance of a rigid schedule, priority over other activities, record keeping, and
feelings of guilt or anxiety over a missed session (Brehm & Steffen, 1998).
Investigations of obligatory exercisers have revealed several characteristics that
differentiate them from non-obligatory exercisers. Coen and Ogles (1993) examined
variables including perfectionism, anger, and anxiety in groups of marathon runners.

Those who scored high on the Obligatory Exercise Questionnaire (Pasman & Thompson,
1988; Thompson & Pasman. 1991) were more perfectionistic that the nonobligatory
group. As well, obligatory runners trained more, were more likely to continue running
when injured, and felt higher levels of anxiety when not running. Based on these
observations, the authors suggest a profile of the obligatory runner as a person who is
perfectionistic, prone to anxiety due to a limited repertoire of coping responses, and is
especially vulnerable in situations that may threaten self-esteem. Davis (1990b) found
that addictiveness was positively correlated with eating disorder tendencies (e.g., drive
for thinness, weight preoccupation) as well as perfectionism among exercisers, but not
among nonexercisers. These results lend support to the idea that obligatory exercisers
and anorexics share syndromal features in common as well as with other disorders such
as OCD and depression.
Exercise and Eating Disorders
There is an established relationship between eating disorders and exercise. For
example, 80% of female patients with anorexia nervosa, and 50% with bulimia nervosa,
exercise excessively during an acute phase on their disorder (Davis, 1997; Davis et al.,
1997). Among a sample of college students, 50% of those trying to loose weight,
increased physical activity and decreased caloric intake. About 33% restricted calories
alone, and about 10% reported increasing physical activity alone. The exact nature of this
relationship between eating and exercise is unclear. It may be that individuals are trying
to utilize the most effective method for weight loss - decrease input and increase output.
Others have suggested the importance of environmental pressures, mood
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regulation/psychological factors, or physiological or neurobiological mechanisms (Yates,
1991), although the exact relationship remains unclear.
The environmental link between exercise and eating disorders pertains to idea that
a thin body type is ideal for optimal performance in certain sports. For example, elite
(competitive) runners have been found to have higher levels of eating disorders than
found in a nonathletic population (Huley & Hill, 2001). A large proportion of patients
were involved in a competitive sport or regular exercise program before they ever began
to diet suggesting physical activity can play a central role in the pathogenesis of eating
disorders (Epling, Pierce, & Stefan, 1983). It has even been suggested that habitual
running is the male analogue of an eating disorder (Katz, 1986; Yates, Leehay, &
Shisslak. 1983), if their motivation for exercising is focused on body-image and weight
concerns. Habitual runners share the similar record keeping and obsession with calories
consumed and burned, and miles exercised as individuals with eating disorders (Yates,
1991).
Athletes, casual athletes, and non-athletes in an eating disorder treatment facility
between ages 13-18 were categorized into six levels of exercise. Among the results
observed, higher levels of exercise were associated with higher levels of eating pathology
among nonathletes especially as related to bulimic tendencies and body disapproval, and
higher levels of anxiety among nonathletes and casual athletes. Authors suggest greater
precision in measuring the type of exercise and the extent to which coaches or trainers
recommended the exercise (Madison & Ruma, 2003).
Similar to the etiology of eating disorders, there remains strong evidence that
weight preoccupation, a desire to change body shape (Brelim & Steffen, 1998; Davis,
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Ratusny. 1993). or need to ‘work off food (Hubbard, Gray. & Parker, 1998)

are also strong predictors of compulsive or pathological exercise attitudes to exercising.
Katz (1986) suggested that participation in a regular exercise program can contribute to
the onset of dieting and weight concerns because of the reinforcement of the initial
weight loss and improved muscle tone that often results. As well, due to the high
comorbidity of anxiety and depression with eating disorders, it would be premature to
conclude that people with eating disorders exercise solely to modify body shape but may
also be exercising to regulate mood.
Etiological factors similar to those found among individuals with eating disorders
have also been linked to excessive exercise such as weight preoccupation and a desire to
change body shape (Brehm & Steffen, 1998; Davis et al., 1993). Katz (1986) suggested
that due to the comorbidity of anxiety and depression with eating disorders, exercise
serve as a mood regulatory mechanism. This line of research could be expanded to
consider exercise as a potential form of self-harming behavior.
Mond et al. (2004) conducted on a sample of 169 women aged 18-45 who
engaged in regular exercise. Exercising to improve appearance or body tone and feelings
of guilt following the postponement of exercise w'ere most strongly associated with eating
disorder pathology, and in turn, reduced quality of life. That is, there was no association
between exercise behavior and quality of life independent of the effects of eating disorder
psychopathology. Obligatory exercise and exercising for weight and shape reasons were
associated with higher levels of eating pathology and reduced quality of life. ‘Excessive
exercise’ is unlikely to be associated with impairment in psychosocial functioning in the
absence of eating disorder pathology.
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A physiological theory that explains the similarities between and co-occurrence of
exercise and dieting was proposed by Epling et al. (1983), and referred to as “activity
anorexia”. They found that animal's with restricted diets and access to a running wheel
actually increased activity. As activity increased food intake continued to decrease,
resulting in a steadily declining body weight. The evolutionary explanation is that during
times of famine, the body can increase activity despite starvation to seek out a food
source. Today's society is one that promotes a diet, which is often food restrictive, and
exercise, and can therefore increase the likelihood of developing “activi ty anorexia”
(Epling & Pierce, 1988).
Epling and Pierce (1988) revised their theory, combining the evolutionary and
societal factors associated with “activity anorexia” into a biobehavioral model. They
propose that strenuous exercise reduces the value of food reinforcement resulting in a
decrease in food intake and body weight. As a result, the motivation for exercise
increases thus maintaining decreased food intake. Anorexia nervosa may be maintained
through a loop of starvation and obsessiveness about not only food, but activity as well
(Steffen & Brehm, 1999). It is unclear in the current research as to whether a desire to
punish or harm oneself has a role in this obsessive pattern.
Yates (1991) compared the shared physiological, psychological, and social bases
of compulsive exercise and anorexia. Based on these comparisons she posed a similar
theory towards the relation between eating disorders and exercise. Consistent with
Epling et al. (1983), the theory suggests that both are disorders of activity (i.e., eating or
exercise) but Yates proposes that both anorexics and compulsive exercisers use activity to
deal with intrapsychic issues or are the result of common personality characteristics (e.g.,
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goal directed, loner). This theory does not necessarily suggest that compulsive exercisers
will have eating disturbances but it has been suggested that between 38% and 75% of
human anorexias may be activity induced (Epling et al.. 1983). It has even been
suggested that “activity anorexia” should be considered as a subtype of anorexia nervosa
(Epling et ah,1983; Yates, 1991).
Davis, Katzman and Kirsh (1999) have suggested that self-starvation and
excessive exercising mimic other addictive behaviors in terms of clinical presentation
(e.g., depression, anxiety, poor impulse control) as well as through the propensity to seek
endorphin releasing activities (e.g., drug use, exercise). Davis et ah (1999) hypothesized
that those who are preoccupied with weight and shape, who are physically active, and
have obsessive-compulsive and addictive personality traits will have attitudes that foster
more frequent and intense exercise. Reinforcement from exercise behavior will reinforce
the attitudes and continue the behavior. Results of their examination of individuals with
AN supported this model. Davis et ah (1999) also suggested that high behavioral activity
may be a marker of stress-prone personality; however, this could be explained by
individuals who are experiencing stress using exercise as a means of coping.
The goal of the study by Holtkamp, Hebebrand, and Herpertz-Dahlmann (2004)
was to investigate which psychological factors in combination with the degree of calorie
restriction contribute to different levels of physical activity in acute AN. The sample
consisted of 30 female adolescent patients in inpatient treatment. Results indicated that
food restriction and anxiety were significantly correlated with physical activity levels,
and explained a significant amount variance of physical activity. Leptin levels were
inversely related to food restriction and physical activity. This suggests that low leptin
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levels may be triggered by food restriction, which may in turn provoke increased physical
activity. Contrary to expectation OCD traits were not related to levels of physical
activity. This may be due to the effect OCD traits have on attitudes towards exercise
rather than actual behavior. Therefore it is important to study not only obsessivecompulsive traits as they related to obsessive-compulsive disorder (e.g., checking,
washing compulsions), but specifically to obsessions about food, and compulsions related
to food obsessions. It is also important to examine the role impulsivity may play in high
levels of exercise.
Exercise and Compulsivity/lmpulsivity
Davis (1990b) reported a relationship between perfectionism and other obsessivecompulsive traits and excessive or obligatory exercise. Adkins and Keel (2005) examined
exercise activity, reasons for exercise, compulsive exercise, and eating disorder
symptomatology in 265 men and women. Among the results observed appearance
motivated exercisers had significantly higher EDI and OEQ scores and BMI than
nonappearance exercisers. Appearance motivated exercisers were more likely to diet,
engage in extra exercise, and other compensatory behaviors. The OEQ was only related
to disordered eating among appearance oriented exercisers. OEQ scores were positively
correlated with stress/mood management regardless if motivated by appearance, and with
fitness/health management for nonappearance exercisers. Compulsion to exercise was a
positive predictor of disordered eating, whereas time spent exercising was a negative
predictor among appearance motivated exercisers. Exercising for health/fitness was
associated with less disordered eating, but a greater compulsion to exercise; however,
compulsive exercise was more characteristic of eating disorders. This study could be
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expanded by examining the role impulsivity might play in compulsive exercise, or the
presence of both of impulsive and compulsive traits.
Davis. Kaptein. Kaplan. Olmsted, and Woodside (1998) examined the role
obsessionality plays in moderating the relationship between eating disorders and exercise
in 53 individuals with eating disorders. Results indicated that starvation in combination
with exercise was associated with greater obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Individuals
who exercised reported obsessional attitudes towards exercise. There were no differences
in eating disorder symptoms or body weight between the eating disorder group that
exercised compared to those who did not. This suggests that the exercise group did not
have higher levels of pathology.
Purpose of Present Study
The primary purpose of the current study is to expand the literature exploring the
role impulsive and compulsive tendencies play in disordered eating. This is going to be
done in several ways. The first is by exploring the relationship between disordered eating,
self-injurious behaviors, and obligatory exercise. Previous research has suggested a
relationship between the constructs (e.g., Davis & Karvinen, 2002), however m'-'tsures of
self-harm, eating disorder tendencies, and obligatory exercise have not been included in
the same study. The current study seeks to understand how self-injurious behaviors and
obligatory exercise contribute to predicting disordered eating scores, and if they are
significant predictors outside of their relation to impulsivity and compulsivity, and
outside of the presence of other pathology as measured by the SCL-90- R.
Self-harm behaviors, disordered eating behaviors, obligatory exercise have been
described as impulsive or compulsive (Favaro & Santonastaso, 1996). and confirmed
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with factor analysis (Favaro & Santonastaso. 1998). The current study seeks to expand
the literature in this area by including concurrent measures of impulsivity and
compulsivity to test the characteristics of self-harm, disordered eating, and compulsive
exercise without relying on factor analysis.
Impulsive tendencies have also been examined specifically in the context of
bulimia (e.g.. Bell & Newns. 2002; Benjamin & Wulfert, 2005). The presence of several
impulsive behaviors combined with the presence of bulimic symptoms has been
hypothesized to constitute a more severe form of eating disorder, known as multiimpulsive bulimia. The present study is able to contribute to this stream of literature by
comparing individuals with multiple impulsive self-harm behaviors and disordered eating
behaviors to those without. This will include differences in those with AN features
compared to those with BN features as measured by the EDI-2. In addition, levels of
psychopathology will be tested between individuals with impulsive, or compulsive, or
both features, to explore whether impulsive tendencies alone contribute to more
pathology, or the combination of impulsive and compulsive features.
The role of comorbid obsessive traits with eating disorders has been extensively
studied (e.g., Halmi, 2005; Milos et al., 2002), although the role of specific eating related
obsessions and compulsions has rarely been examined. The current study utilizes a
questionnaire format of the YBOCS - EDS to collect this data.
Executive functions are regarded to be closely related to impulsive behaviors
(Amsten & Li, 2005), yet have not yet been studied in relation to disordered eating. The
current study will examine the relation between executive functions and eating behaviors.
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and if executive functions play a role in predicting eating pathology outside of impulsive
tendencies.
The second purpose of the current study is to expand literature exploring
specifically self-harm behavior and eating disorders, and if obligatory exercise should be
considered a self-harm behavior. This will be done by exploring whether individuals who
self-harm are also likely to score high on obligatory exercise, and if both groups are
similar on levels of eating, and other pathology. The study will also examine whether
individuals who self-harm have more pathology than those who do not, and if those who
harm in a manner that damages body tissue, will display greater pathology than those
who do not. Obligatory exercise will also be examined to assess the constructs relation to
impulsivity and compulsivity. In addition, these constructs have been primarily explored
among clinical samples. The current study will expand the research to a nonclinical
sample of university students that will help control for physiological effects of starvation
and metabolite imbalances that individuals with eating disorder diagnoses often exhibit,
and more severe pathology that inpatient and clinical samples exhibit.
Hypotheses and Analyses
Hypothesis 1: Eating disorder tendencies will be best predicted by the anxiety,
depression, and OC subscales of the SCL-90, OEQ components, and at least one selfharm behavior from the SHI, as indicated in previous research (Askenazy et al., 2003;
Claes et al., 2004a; Davis, 1997; Milos et al., 2002; Wildes et al., 2005). It is
hypothesized that the self-harm behavior will not be significant after inclusion of the BIS
because of the strong relationship between impulsiveness and self-harm. AN tendencies *
(measured by the drive for thinness subscale of the EDI) will be better predicted by

compulsiveness, and BN tendencies (measured by the bulimia subscale of the EDI) will
be better predicted by impulsiveness.
Analysis 1: the EDI total score was predicted by the OEQ and SHI total scores,
with the MOC and BIS entered in a second block to assess whether those
constructs will overlap with variance accounted for by either the OEQ or SHI. In
a second analysis, items on the OEQ and SHI preselected by correlations with the
EDI-2 were entered in block one of a stepwise regression, with the MOC and BIS
entered in block 2, and then, to maximize the number of participants per variable
in the multiple regression, the first model was combined with the subscales of the
SCL-90 in a second analysis. These analyses were repeated separately for AN
(drive for thinness subscale) and BN (bulimia subscale) components of the EDI.
Hypothesis 2: MOC will be a better predictor for the OEQ based on Davis et al. (1998)
who found obsessiveness was related to exercise; and the BIS a better predictor of selfharm based on the theorized relationship between impulsivity and self-harm.
Analysis 2: The relationship between disordered eating, self-harm, and exercise
was examined through correlations with the BIS and MOC. As well, the items on
the SHI, EQ, and OEQ were used to predict each the MOC and BIS using a
stepwise multiple regression.
Hypothesis 3: Those high on impulsivity, with or without comorbid compulsive
tendencies, will score the highest on measures of pathology based on the theorized role of
impulsivity as the marker of severity of pathology (Favaro & Santanastaso, 1998).
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Analysis 3: Four groups were created based on scores of impulsivity and
compulsivity, and compared on their scores on disordered eating (EDI-2), selfharm (SHI), and obligatory exercise (OEQ) using one way ANOVAs.
Hypothesis 4: Those who demonstrate more than 3 self-harm, or disturbed eating items
should score higher on impulsivity, and compulsivity, in accordance with the theory of
multi-impulsive bulimia (Lacey, 1993)
Analysis 4: Two groups were created based on the presence of three or more selfharm (as indicated on the SHI) or of disturbed eating items (binge eating,
restriction, laxative or diuretic use from EQ) or fewer than three, and compared
on MOC and BIS using one way ANOVAs.
Hypothesis 5: Exercise will predict compulsive tendencies; and suicide attempts,
substance/alcohol use, laxative use, and skin-cutting and burning will predict impulsive
tendencies (Favaro & Santanastaso, 1998; 2002).
Analysis 5: Impulsiveness as measured by the BIS, and obsessive-compulsiveness
as measured by both the MOC and YBOCS EDS were each predicted by the
individual variables in the SHI using a stepwise multiple regression.
Hypothesis 6: Inconsistencies exist in the literature about the relationship between
impulsive/compulsive tendencies and executive functioning (e.g., Berlin & Rolls, 2004;
Fassino et al., 2002). It is hypothesized that executive functioning will be best predicted
by impulsiveness based on previous research (Arnsten & Li, 2005).
Analysis 6: Executive functioning scores (EFI scores) were predicted by each the
BIS, MOC, and YBOCS EDS to explore the hypothesized relationship between
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frontal lobe functioning and compulsive symptoms specific and non specific to
eating disorders.
Hypothesis 7: It is hypothesized that SHI scores will be a better predictor of executive
functioning deficits based on the findings of Claes et al. (2003) that self-harm had a
strong relationship to impulsivity.
Analysis 7: Executive functioning (EF1 scores) were predicted by the EDI and
SHI total scores using stepwise multiple regression.
Hypothesis 8: individuals who self-harm will score higher on indices of pathology in this
investigation (i.e., SCL-90, EDI), as was reported in previous investigations (e.g., Claes
et al., 2001, 2003; Paul et al., 2002).
Analysis 8: Two groups were created based on the presence of one; or more selfharm behavior as indicated on the SHI, compared to individuals who did not
report any self-harm behaviors using one way ANOVAs.
Hypothesis 9: Obligatory exercise will be best predicted by compulsive tendencies and
eating disorder pathology (Brehm & Steffen, 1998; Davis et al., 1998).
Analysis 9: The OEQ total score was predicted using a stepwise multiple
regression by the EDI-2, MOC, BIS, and YBOC-EDS subscales, and SHI total
score.
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CH APTER II

METHOD
Participants
A total of 166 female participants were recruited from the undergraduate
psychology pool. The mean age of the participants was 20.2 years with a range from 1828 years. The sample consisted of 25.7% freshman students, 32.9% sophomore students,
24% junior students, and 16.8% senior students. The average self-reported BMI of the
sample was 23.5, with a range between 18.4 - 48.8. Seventy-nine percent of the sample
considered themselves to be regular exercisers. Six percent of the sample had been
previously diagnosed with an eating disorder; 3% each bulimia and anorexia.
Frequencies of self-harm in this sample as measured by the SHI are as follows:
overdosed (4.2%), cut oneself (10.2%), burned oneself (1.8%), hit oneself (5.4%), banged
head (3%), abused alcohol (37.1%), driven recklessly (9%), scratched oneself (6.6%),
prevented wounds from healing (4.2%), made medical situations worse (3.6%),
promiscuity (10.2%), set self up to be rejected in relationship (4%), abused prescription
medication (5.4%), distanced self from God (6%), engaged in emotionally abusive
relationship (7.8%), engaged in sexually abusive relationships (3.6%), lost a job on
purpose (1.2%), attempted suicide (4.2%), exercised an injury on purpose (6%), tortured
yourself with self-defeating thoughts (7.2%), starved oneself (7.8%), and abused
laxatives to harm oneself (.6%).
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Measures
D e m o g r a p h ic s .

Participants were asked to identify their sex; age; years in

university; height; weight ; frequency of exercise; and if they have a history of an eating
disorder. Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated using the height and weight provided
by the participant. See Appendix A.
E a tin g Q u e s tio n n a ir e - R e v is e d (E Q -R ;

Williamson, Davis, Goreczny, McKenzie,

& Watkins, 1989). Is a 15 item, self-report measure designed to assess symptoms of
bulimia. Higher scores indicate higher pathology. Sample items include “How often do
you binge eat?”, or “How often do you use laxatives to loose weight?”. See Appendix B.
Internal consistencies are reported at a=.87 and test-restest reliability reported at a=.90
(Corcoran & Fischer, 2000).
E a tin g D i s o r d e r I n v e n to r y - 3

(EDI-3; Gamer, 1991; Gamer, Olmstead, & Polivy,

1983; see Appendix C). A self-report measure of eating behaviors and associated
characteristics. The EDI has subscales that consist of Bulimia, Body dissatisfaction,
Drive for thinness, Ineffectiveness, Interpersonal distrust, Introceptive awareness,
Perfectionism, and Maturity fears. Sample items include, “I think about dieting” and “I
eat or drink in secrecy.” Higher scores are indicative of more eating pathology.The EDI
subscales have demonstrated good internal consistencies (CO.80) and validity in terms of
differentiating anorexics and overweight females (Gamer et al., 1983).
T h e O b l i g a to r y E x e r c is e Q u e s tio n n a ir e (O E Q ).

The OEQ (Pasrnan &

Thompson, 1988; see Appendix D) is a 20-item scale modified from Blumenthal, Toole
& Chang’s (1984) Obligatory Running Questionnaire. Items are rated on a 4-point Likert
scale from 1 (never) to 4 (always) to indicate how often they experience each related

situation. Internal consistency is reported at <X= .96 and test-retest reliability at «= .96
(Brehrn & Steffen, 1998). Higher scores indicate a stronger sense of obligation to
exercise. Sample items include, “When I don’t exercise I feel guilty”, and “1 have
daydreams about exercising.”
E x e c u tiv e F u n c tio n In d e x (E F I).

The EFI (Spinella, 2005; see Appenix E)is a 27-

item, self-report, 5-point Likert scale questionnaire designed to measure content areas
ascribed to executive functions: motivation (e.g., activity level, drive), impulse control
(e.g., risk hiking, substance abuse, excessive spending), empathy (e.g., concern for others,
aggressive social stance, prosocial behaviors), planning (e.g., anticipation of
consequences, use of strategies, saving money), and social conduct (e.g,, socially
inappropriate behaviors, conversational conduct, sexual impropriety). Items were derived
from reviews of clinical and experimental studies of executive functioning in order to
reflect activity of the prefrontal-subcortical systems. High scores reflect better executive
functioning. Internal consistencies range from a = .69 to a = .82.
B a r r e tt I m p u ls iv e n e s s S c a le (B IS;

Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995) is a 30-item,

4-point Likert scale questionnaire that assesses long-term patterns of behavior by asking
subjects questions about the way they think and act without relation to a specific period
of time, and as such tries to be a trait measure of impulsivity. There are three subscales:
nonpieinning impulsivity (attention to details), motor impulsivity (acting without
thinking), and cognitive impulsivity (future oriented thinking and coping stability).
Internal consistency ranges from a = .79 - .83 (Corcoran & Fischer, 2000). See Appendix
F.
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M a u d e s le y O b s e s s iv e - C o m p u ls iv e I n v e n to r y

(Hodgson & Rachman. 1977;

Appendix G). The inventory contains 30 statements about obsessive-compulsive thoughts
and behaviors to which the respondent indicates whether the statement is true (or false)
for him/her. Several scores may be derived: total obsessional symptoms; checking;
washing; doubting/conscientious; and slowness/repetition. Internal consistencies are
reported from a = .70 to a = .80.
Y a le - B r o w n - C o r n e ll E a tin g D i s o r d e r S c a le S y m p to m C h e c k lis t ( Y B C -E D S ;

Mazure, Halmi, Sunday, Romano, & Einhom, 1994). The YBC-EDS is a checklist of 21
preoccupations and 44 rituals that the participant selects as current or past that is
traditionally administered orally, but is used in a self-report format for this investigation.
If the preoccupation or ritual have never occurred the participants leaves the item blank.
Scores are tabulated by addition of the number of preoccupations and rituals endorsed by
the participant. Internal consistency for the total score was a = .87; a = .81 for
preoccupation subtotal; and a = .78 for ritual subtotal (Mazure et al., 1994). Because the
instrument was administered in a different format, internal consistencies were performed
for the current investigation. Results indicated a = .90 for preoccupations and a = .94 for
rituals. See Appendix H.
S e lf- H a r m I n v e n to r y

(SHI; Sansone, Wiederman,«S: Sansone, 1998) The SHI is a

22-item, yes/no questionnaire that explores respondents’ history of self-harm behaviors.
Items are preceded by the statement, “Have you ever on intentionally, or on purpose ..
and include “overdosed, cut yourself on purpose, burned yourself on purpose, hit
yourself, attempted suicide, prevented wounds from healing,” and “driven recklessly.”
Each endorsement is considered pathological. Some items inquire about the number of
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times a given behavior has occurred as well as the last or most recent time o f occurrence.
The final item has a space for additional self-harm behaviors are not used in the scoring.
An overall score is generated by summing the number o f the 22 items endorsed so that
possible scores range from 0 to 22. Higher scores indicate a history of engaging in a
greater range o f self-harm behaviors. No previous internal consistencies were reported.
In the current investigation a = .80. See Appendix I.

Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R; Derogatis, 1983) measures the current
psychological symptom status o f adults. Each item is rated on a five-point scale o f
distress, yielding none primary symptom dimensions (somatization, obsessivecompulsive, anxiety, depression, interpersonal sensitivity, hostility, phobic anxiety,
paranoid ideation, and psychoticism). See Appendix J.
Procedure
Participants were volunteers recruited from the undergraduate participant pool.
They were tested in group data collection times that would allow a maximum o f 12
participants to complete the questionnaires at once. Participants were told they will be
answering questions regarding a lifestyle study investigating eating and exercise, and
instructed that their participation would entail completing a questionna ire package that
required approximately 30 minutes to complete. The data collection sessions were be lead
by the researcher and her research assistants, participants provided thei r informed consent
(see Appendix K), which was approved by the University’s Institutional Review Board.
Participants received extra credit for their participation, and were given a handout
describing the purpose o f the study and places to seek help if the nature o f the questions
provokes distressing feelings (see Appendix L).
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CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Disordered Eating, Self-harm, Obligatory Exercise, Impulsivity, and
Compulsivity
D i s o r d e r e d E a tin g , I m p u ls iv ity a n d C o m p u ls iv ity

Frequency of binge eating, restrictive diets, laxatives, and diuretics were
correlated with the MOC, BIS, and their subscales. The MOC total score was
significantly correlated with the frequency of restriction (r = .178, p<.05), and use of
diuretics (r = .189, p<.05). The MOC subscale doubting was significantly correlated with
frequency of restriction (r = .172, p<.05) and use of diuretics (r = .215, p<.01); and
slowness was significantly correlated with frequency of restriction (r = .186, p<.05), and
use of diuretics (r = .185, p<.05). The BIS total score was significantly related to binge
eating (r = .178, p<.05). Attentional impulsivity was related to binge eating (r = .208,
p<.01). No other relationships were significantly related.
The EDI total score and EDI subscale scores were also correlated with the BIS
total and subscale scores; and MOC total and subscale scores. Relationships are presented
in Tables 1 and 2. Attentional impulsivity was related to the most EDI scales, whereas
impulsive nonplanning was related to only perfectionism. On the MOC. the doubting and
slowness were related to the most EDI scales, whereas cleaning was related to only two,
perfectionism and asceticism.
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Table 1. Eating Disorder Inventory - 2 with BIS.

EDI

Impulsive
Motor
Nonplanning Impulsivity

Attentional
Impulsivity

Total
BIS

EDI total

.009

.285**

.380**

.263**

Drive for Thinness

.064

.286**

.301**

.262**

Bulimia

.093

.204**

.254**

.219**

Body Dissatisfaction

.060

.171*

.238**

.184*

Ineffectiveness

-.019

.078

.283**

.118

Perfectionism

-.249**

.030

.062

-.072

Interpersonal Distrust

-.058

.081

2 4 4 =1“ *

.091

Interoceptive Awareness

.091

.383**

.386**

.348**

Maturity Fears

.091

.152

.149

.160*

Asceticism

-.113

.012

.084

-.016

Impulse Regulation

.126

.522**

.476**

.460**

Social Insecurity

-.013

.093

.263**

.122

* p<.05

**p<.0i

Table 2. Eating Disorder Inventory - 2 with MOC.

EDI

Total

Checking

Doubting

Cleaning

Slow

EDI total

.290**

.145

.356**

.122

.325**

Drive for Thinness

. 189*

.007

.219**

.132

.230**

Bulimia

.027

.022

.049

-.022

.078

-.018

.143

.005

.170*

Body Dissatisfaction .076
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Table 2 cont.

EDI

Total

Checking

Doubting

Cleaning

Slow

Ineffectiveness

.266**

.202**

.367**

.017

.304**

Perfectionism

.326**

.200**

.375**

.190*

.182*

Interpersonal Distrust .162*

.103

.227**

.044

.137

Interoceptive
Awareness

.232**

.110

.304**

.090

.249**

Maturity Fears

.162*

.213**

.061

.084

.249**

Asceticism

.254**

.108

.280**

.174*

.176*

Impulse Regulation

.213**

.117

.211**

.108

.276**

.169*

.306**

.036

.288**

Social Insecurity
.222**
* p<.05
**p<.01

S e lf-h a r m , I m p u ls iv ity , a n d C o m p u ls iv ity

SHI total score and items scores were correlated with the MOC, MOC subscales.
BIS, and BIS subscales. Significant relationships with the BIS are presented in Table 3.
Motor and attentional impulsivity subscales of the BIS were more consistently unrelated
to the SHI items than the nonplanning subscale. Significant relationships with the MOC
are presented in Table 4. Impulsive Only three SHI items were related to the MOC. All
three were related to slowness, and laxative use was related to the four MOC subscales.
P r e d ic t in g D i s o r d e r e d E a tin g S c o r e s

First, OEQ, SHI, BIS, and MOC total scores were entered in two separate blocks,
the first with OEQ and SHI, the second with BIS and MOC, to predict the EDI total
score. Together those four variables accounted for 35% of the variance (F(4, 158) =
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Fable 3. Significant Self-harm Inventory variable correlations with the BIS.

SHI

Impulsive
Motor
Nonplanning Impulsivity

Attentional
Impulsivity

Total
BIS

SHI total

.064

.285**

.296**

.260**

Cut yourself

-.079

.130

.183*

.087

Hit yourself

.031

.170*

.153

.145

Abused alcohol

.089

.212**

.168*

.195*

Driven recklessly

.062

.320**

.256**

.265**

Abused alcohol

.089

.212**

168*

.195*

Driven recklessly

.062

.320**

.256**

.265**

Made medical situations
Worse on purpose

-.013

.180*

.196*

.145

Been Promiscuous

.148

.134

.138

.173*

Abused prescription
Medication

.118

.226**

.273**

.247**

Engaged in Emotionally
Abusive relations

.057

.312**

.256**

.258**

Tortured self with selfDefeating thoughts

.039

.102

.196*

.128

Starved yourself

-.071

.186*

.265**

.144

Abused laxatives
*p<.05
**p<.01

-.100

.051

.176*

.037
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Fable 4. Significant Self-harm Inventory variable correlations between the MOC total
and subscale scores.

SHI

Total

Checking

Doubting

Cleaning

Slow

SHI total

.032

.024

.079

-.061

.164*

Distances yourself
From God
Starved yourself

.148

.114

.162*

.027

.214**

.163*

.157

.114

.096

.240**

Abused laxatives
*p<.05

.344**
**p<.01

.271**

.240**

.206**

.260**

21.66, p<.01), with significant contributions from all four variables; The OEQ total score
(P = .380, p < .01), the SHI total score (p = .218, p<.01), MOC total score (P = .218,
p<.01), and BIS total score (P =.170, p<.05).
A second regression was performed with the inclusion of items from each of the
scales that were chosen based on a correlation with EDI total score to minimize the
number of items included to maintain power. The final model accounted for 55% of the
variance (F(8, 154) = 23.49, p<.01) with significant contributions from “when I miss
exercise, I feel concerned about body shape”(P = .441, p<.01), “I have exercised when
advised against such activity”(P = .111, p=.06), cut yourself on purpose (p = . 139, p
<.05), abused laxatives to hurt oneself (P = .148, p<.05), abused alcohol (P = .143, p
<.05), starved yourself to hurt yourself (P = .094, p=. 17) and attentional iimpulsivity (P =
.174, p<.01), and doubting subscale from MOC (p = .159, p<.01).
To preserve power, only the contributing variables were included in a separate
analysis with the scales from the SCL-90 entered as a second block. The final model
accounted for 61% of the variance, (F(8, 154) = 29.71, p<.01), with significant
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contributions from "when I miss exercise, 1 feel concerned about body shape”(P = .380,
P<-0 1),

cut yourself on purpose (P = .132, p <.05), attentional impulsivity ({3 = .168,

p< 01), abused laxatives to hurt oneself ((3 = .230, p<.01), doubting ((3 = .120, p<.05),
abused alcohol ({3 = .119, p<.05), SCL-90 obsessive-compulsive (P = -.251, pc.Ol), and
SCL-90 interpersonal-sensitivity (P = .415, p<.01).
Drive for thinness was predicted by items from the OEQ, SHI, BIS, and MOC.
The final model accounted for 51% of the variance (F(8, 155) = 20.26, p<.01), with
significant contributions from “when I miss exercise, I feel concerned about body shape"
(p = .362, p<.01), engaged in emotionally abusive relationships (P = .155, p<.05), “I have
exercised when advised against such activity” (p = .180, p<.01), cut yourself on purpose
(P = .132, p<.05), “when I don’t exercise I feel guilty” (P = .222, p<.01), engaged in
sexually abusive relationships (P = -.170, p<.01), attempted suicide (p = .128, p<.05), and
attentional impulsivity (P = .132, p<.05).
To preserve power, the variables with significant contributions were kept in the
model with the additions of the scales from the SCL-90. The final model predicted 47%
of the variance, F(5, 159) = 27.65, p<.01, with significant contributions from “when I
miss exercise, I feel concerned about body shape” (p = .398, p<.01), attentional
impulsivity (P = .159, p<.01), “when I don’t exercise I feel guilty” (P = .,218, p<.01), cut
yourself on purpose (P = .171, p<.01), and “I have exercised when advised against such
activity” (p = .161, p<.01).
Bulimia was predicted by items from the OEQ, SHI, BIS, and MOC. The final
model accounted for 31% of the variance, (F(8, 155) = 8.80, p<.01), with significant
contributions from “I have experienced a feeling of euphoria or a “high” during or after
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exercise" (P = .124, p<.()5). tortured self with self-defeating thoughts (P = .281, p<.01),
“1 will engage in other forms of exercise if I am unable to engage in my usual exercise"
(P = -.333, p<,01), “When I don’t exercise I feel guilty" (p = .242, p<.01), “ 1 have
daydreams about exercising” (P = .190, p<.05), “engaged in emotionally abusive
relationships” (P = -.207, p.01), “I keep a record of exercise performance” (p = .134,
p=.07) , and attentional impulsivity (P = .181, p<.05).
To preserve power, the first model was entered into block one, with the SCL-90
added into block 2. The total model accounted for 26% of the variance, (F(6, 158) = 9.23,
p<.01), with significant contributions from “I have experienced a feeling of euphoria or a
“high” during or after exercise” (P = .188, p<.05), tortured self with self-defeating
thoughts (p = .259, p<.01), attentional impulsivity (P —.158, p<.05), “I will engage in
other forms of exercise if I am unable to engage in my usual exercise” (P = -.288, p<.01),
“When I don’t exercise I feel guilty” (P = .242, p<.01), “ I have daydreams about
exercising” (p = .169, p<.05).
Multiple self-harm and Disordered Eating Symptoms Related to Impulsivity and
Compulsivity
The sample was divided into four groups: those who score high on both selfinjury and disordered eating (more than three self-harm or binge eating, restrictive
dieting, laxative or diuretic use), high on either self-injury or disordered eating, or low on
both. A series of one-way ANOVAs were conducted the test group differences between
the BIS total and subscale scores; MOC; SCL-90 obsessive-compulsive scale; and
YBOCS-EDS rituals and preoccupations. Results indicated group differences on the BIS
total (F(3, 161) = 5.23, p<.01; motor impulsivity (F(3, 161) = 5.69, p<.01; and attentional
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impulsivity (F(3, 161) = 8.69. p<.01). Post-hoc tests were conducted using Bonferroni
correction. Post-hoc tests revealed those who reported both self-injury and disordered
eating scored higher on BIS total score than those low on both. On the two subscales.
those high on both scored higher than those low on both, and those with eating behaviors
only. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Means and standard deviations of groups composed of self-harm and/or
disordered eating behaviors compared on the BIS total and subscale scores.

Group (N)

BIS total

High Both (15)

Impulsive
Nonplanning

Motor
Impulsivity

Attentional
Impulsivity

73.47 (10.1) 25.87 (3.34)

26.80 (5.71)

20.80 (3.12)

Low Both (90)

64.99 (7.77)

25.33 (3.35)

22.29 (4.14)

17.37 (2.32)

Eating only (52)

67.77(8.13)

26.25 (4.09)

23.40 (3.45)

18.02 (2.52)

SH only (8)

70.13(12.6)

26.13 (5.33)

24.88 (5.14)

19.13 (3.23)

Results indicated group differences on the SCL-90 obsessive-compulsive scale
(F(3, 162) = 6.87, p<.01), and YBOC-EDS current rituals (F(3, 162) = 17.65, p<.01) and
preoccupations (F(3, 162) = 31.21, p<.01. Post-hoc analyses on the SCL-90 obsessivecompulsive scale revealed that the group high on both (m = .99, sd = .69) scored higher
than the group low on both (m = .41, sd = .46), and those with eating behaviors only (m =
.55, sd = .54). Post-hoc analyses on the YBOC-EDS current rituals indicated that the
group high on both (m = 7.93, sd = 8.00) scored significantly higher than low on both (m
= .97, 2.36), self-harm only (m = .75, sd = 1.16), and eating only (m = 2.83, sd = 3.54).
Those low on both scored lower than those with eating behaviors only. Post-hoc analyses
on the YBOC-EDS current preoccupations indicated that those high on both (m = 10.33,
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sd - 3.46) scored higher than those low on both (m = 2.80. sd = 3.20), and those with
self-injury behaviors only (m = 4.5, sd = 4.57). Those low on both (m = 2.80, sd = 3.20)
also scored significantly lower than the group with disordered eating behaviors only (m =
7.58, sd -4 .1 1 ).
No differences were observed on the MOC total score or subscale scores checking
or doubting (p<.05). Significant differences were observed between groups on the
cleaning, F(3, 162) = 2.83, p<.05; and slowness, F(3, 162) = 6.14, p< 01. Post-hoc tests
were completed using the Bonferroni method. On the cleaning subscale, the group high
on both self-harm and disordered eating scored higher than those with self-harm only. On
the slowness subscale, the group low on both scored lower than the self-harm only, and
the disordered eating only groups. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table
6.
Table 6. Means and standard deviations of groups composed of self-harm and/or
disordered eating behaviors compared on the MOC total and subscale scores.

Group (N)

MOC
Total

Checking

Cleaning

Slowness

High Both (15)

8.83 (5.95)

1.53(1.96)

3.5 j (2.75)

1.33 (1.45) 3.07(1.49)

Low Both (90)

5.92 (3.92)

.96(1.18)

2.25 (1.97)

.80(1.01)

Eating only (52)

7.27 (4.67)

1.33 (1.50)

2.54 (2.26)

1.48 (1.07) 2.42(1.58)

SH only (8)

6.50(3.55)

1.88(1.46)

1.00(1.07)

2.00 (1.69) 2.38(1.77)

Doubting

2.16(1.46)

Impulsivity and Compulsivity Relationship to Pathology
Four groups were created based on individual scores on the BIS total and MOC
total scores. One group scored high on both (above median split); one group low on both
(below median split); one high on BIS, and low on MOC (high impulsivity group); and
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one high on the MOC, and low or. the BIS (high compulsivity group). First the groups
were compared on the scales on the SCL-90. Significant differences were observed on all
scales (p<.05). Post-hoc tests were completed using Bonferroni correction. On the
somatization, obsessive-compulsive, depression, hostility, and psychoticism scales, group
high on both scored higher than the group low on both, and the high impulsivity group.
On the interpersonal-sensitivity scale the group high on both scored higher than the group
low on both, and the high impulsivity group. The group low on both also scored lower
than the high compulsivity group. On the anxiety scale, the group high on both scored
higher than all three groups. On the phobia scale, the group high on both scored higher
than the group low on both. On the paranoia scale, the group high on both scored higher
than the group low on both, and the high impulsivity group. The high compulsivity group
scored higher than the group low on both. Means and standard deviations are presented in
Table 7. The SCL-90 data was significantly skewed, so the analysis was replicated with a
nonparametric test. When replicated using the Mann Whitney U, the groups no longer
differed on the somatization scale.
Table 7. Means and standard deviations of groups composed of impulsivity and
compulsivity scores compared on the SCL-90 subscale scores.

SCL-90

Low Both
N = 36

High
Impulsivity
N = 40

High
Compulsivity
N = 47

High Both

Somatization

.27 (.22)

.36 (.31)

.47 (.42)

.67 (.77)

Obsessive-Compulsive

.28 (.26)

.40 (.40)

.58 (.57)

.85 (.68)

InterpersonalSensitivity

.34 (.28)

.48 (.61)

.71 (.60)

.95 (.74)

Depression

.36 (.30)

.48 (.59)
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.68 (.61)

.91 (.68)

N = 41

fable 7 cont.

SCL-90

Low Both

High
Impulsivity

High
Compulsivity

High Both

Anxiety

.13 (.21)

.20 (.30)

.30 (.36)

.62 (.64)

Hostility

.24 (.20)

.28 (.26)

.42 (.40)

.60 (.59)

Somatization

.27 (.22)

.36 (.31)

.47 (.42)

.67 (.77)

Phobia

.06 (.15)

.04 (.12)

.19 (.45)

.25 (.45)

Paranoia

.07 (.12)

.18 (.31)

.41 (.50)

.25 (.45)

Psychoticism

.05 (.15)

.15 (.20)

.27 (.40)

.46 (.59)

Next the four groups were compared on EDI total, OEQ total, and SHI total score
using a series of oneway ANOVAs. Significant differences between groups were
obtained on the EDI total score (F(3, 159) = 5.72, p<.01), the OEQ total (F(3, 160) =
3.49, p<.05), but not the SHI (F(3, 160) = 1.69, p>.05). When replicated using the Mann
Whitney U, results were the same. Post hoc tests were conducted using the Bonferroni
correction. Group differences were observed on the OEQ total score indicated that the
group high on both impulsivity and compulsivity (m = 47.5, sd = 12.1) scored
significantly higher than the group low on both (m = 41.0, sd = 9.17), and the group that
was impulsive only (m = 41.5, sd = 9.44). A series of one-way ANOVAs were completed
on the individual subscales of the EDI. Results indicated significant differences on drive
for thinness (F(3, 160) = 4.16, p<.01); bulimia (F(3, 160) = 2.78, p<.05); ineffectiveness
(F(3, 160) = 2.68, p<.05); perfectionism (F(3, 160) = 2.74, p<.05); interoceptive
awareness (F(3, 160) = 7.07, p<.01); impulse regulation (F(3, 160) = 9.02, p<.01); and
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social insecurity (F(3, 159) = 3.37. p<.05). When replicated using the Mann Whitney U
to compensate for the skewness of the EDI-2 data, drive for thinness and perfectionism
no longer demonstrated a significant effect. Posthoc analyses using the Bonferroni
correction between groups on the EDI total score revealed that the group high on both
impulsivity and compulsivity scored higher than the group low on both, and the group
that was compulsive only. The group high on both scored higher than the group low on
both on drive for thinness, and impulse regulation. The group high on both scored higher
than the group low on both, and the high compulsivity group on interoceptive awareness.
The group high on both scored higher than all three groups on impulse regulation. Group
differences were no longer significant on the variables bulimia, ineffectiveness, and
perfectionism when compared using the Bonferroni correction. Means and standard
deviations are presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Means and standard deviations of significant group differences on impulsivity
and compulsivity compared on the EDI-2 total and subscale scores.

EDI

Low Both
N = 36

High
Impulsivity
N = 40

EDI total

25.53 (16.82)

33.13 (23.05)

32.0(18.9)

45.8(28.1)

Drive for Thinness

2.53 (3.67)

4.75 (5.78)

4.19(4.73)

6.63 (6.32)

Bulimia

.444(1.03)

1.20(2.32)

.532(1.10)

1.17(1.38)

Ineffectiveness

1.03 (2.30)

1.15(2.03)

1.32 (2.18)

2.37 (2.89)

Perfectionism

4.75 (3.62)

4.98 (3.62)

7.00 (4.51)

5.51 (4.19)

Interoceptive Awareness

.528(1.16)

1.40 (2.57)

.830(1.48)

2.56 (2.86)

Impulse Regulation

.195 (.467)

1.55 (2.58)

.851 (1.98)

3.12(4.09)

Social Insecurity

1.67 (2.39)

2.20 (2.83)

3.60 (3.12)

2.56 (2.84)
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High
Compulsivity
N = 47

High Both
N = 41

Disordered eating. Self-harm, and Exercise Predicting Irnpulsivity and
Compulsivity
The BIS total score was predicted using items from the SHI; OEQ total score, and
EQ. The final model accounted for 7% of the variance, F(2, 162) = 5.60, p<.01, with
significant contributions from abused alcohol (P = .182, p<.05), and binge eating (P =
.163, p<.05).
The MOC total score was predicted using items from the SHI; OEQ total score,
and EQ. The final model accounted for 12% of the variance, F(l, 162) = 21.69, p<.01,
with significant contributions from abused laxatives to hurt oneself (P = .344, p<.01).
The YBOCS-EDS total score was predicted using items from the SHI; OEQ total
score; and EQ. The final model accounted for 39% of the variance, F(5, 159) = 20.40,
p<.01, with significant contributions from restrictive dieting (P = .257, p<.01), starved
yourself to hurt yourself (p = .296, p<.01), binge eating (p = .242, p<,01), hit oneself (p =
-.131, p <,05), and OEQ total score (P = .271, p<.01).
Then each of the YBOCS-EDS subscales, preoccupations and rituals, were
examined, using the same predictors. The final model predicting the preoccupation
subscale accounted for 54% of the variance, F(5, 159) = 37.31, p<.01, with significant
contributions from restrictive dieting (P = .426, p<.01), starved yourself to hurt yourself
(p = .135, p<.05), binge eating (P = .181, p<.01), abused alcohol (p = .128, p <.05), and
OEQ total score (P = .315. p<.01).
The final model predicting the rituals subscale accounted for 46% of the variance,
F(5, 159) = 26.99, pc.Ol, with significant contributions from OEQ total score (P = .320,
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P<-0 1),

starved yourself to hurt yourself (p —.135, p<.05). binge eating (P = .205, p<.01).

abused laxatives (P = .339, p <.01), and exercised an injury on purpose (P = .145. p<.05).
Executive Functioning and Impulsivity and Compulsivity
First, the EFI total and subscale scores were correlated with the BIS and subscale
scores; the MOC total and subscale scores; the SCL-90 Obsessive-compulsive scale; and
the YBOCS-EDS. The correlations between the BIS and EFI are presented in Table 9.
Table 9. BIS correlated with the EFI.

Motivation

Impulse
Control

Empathy

Planning

-.047

-.640**

-.271**

-.430**

-.266** .323**

Impulsive
-.076
Nonplanning

-.432**

-.216**

-.404**

-.272** -.266**

Motor
Impulsivity

.082

-.650**

-.226**

-.247**

-.190* -.246**

Attentional
Impulsivity
* p<.05

-.179*

-.432**

-214**

-.430**

-.266** -.323**

BIS
BIS total

Social Total
Conduct

**p<.01

No correlations were significant between the EFI total and subscale scores and the
MOC total and subscale scores (p>.05). The SCL-90 Obsessive-compulsive scale was
significantly correlated to motivation (r = -.158, p<.05), impulse control (r = -.223,
p<.01), planning (r = -.408, p<.01), and the total score (r = -.186, p<.05). The YBOCSEDS current preoccupations were significantly related to motivation (r = -.165, p<.05),
impulse control (r = -.196, p<.05), and planning (r = .163, p<.05). The current rituals
were significantly related to impulse control (r = -. 186, p<.05). No correlations were
significant.
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The BIS. MOC. and YBOCS-EDS were entered into a stepwise regression to
predict Executive Function Inventory total score. The only significant contributor was the
BIS total score (P = -.323. p<.01), F(l, 162) = 18.89, p<.01, and it accounted for 10% of
variance. The result did not change when the MOC total score was substituted for the
SCL-90 obsessive compulsive scale. The subscales of the BIS were then entered to
predict the EFI total score. The final model accounted for 11%, F(2,161) = 10.20. p<.01
with significant contributions from attentional impulsivity (P = -218. p<.01) and
impulsive nonplanning (P = -.189, p<.05).
Four groups were formed based on BIS and MOC scores, as was done in previous
analyses, and compared on the EFI total and subscale scores. Significant differences were
found between groups on the EFI total score (F(3, 160) = 4.03, p<-05); planning subscale
(F(3, 160) = 6.52, p<.01); empathy (F(3, 160) = 2.99, p<.05); and impulse control (F(3,
160) = 14.66, p<.01). No significant differences were observed on the social conduct
(F(3, 160) = 1.53, p>.05) or motivation subscales (F(3, 160) = .500, p>.05). Post-hoc
analyses were conducted using the Bonferroni correction. On the EFI total «core. the
group high only on impulsivity scored lower (m = 93.7, sd = 19.8) than the group high
only on compulsivity (m = 105.0, sd = 17.2). On the planning subscale, the group high on
both (m = 20.8, sd = 2.83) scored significantly lower than the group low on both (m =
23.1, sd = 3.25), and the group high only on compulsivity (m = 23.1, sd - 3.20). The
group high only on compulsivity (m = 23.1, sd = 3.20) scored higher than the group high
only on impulsivity (m = 21.3, sd = 3.25). On the empathy subscale, the high
compulsivity group (m = 26.3, sd = 3.47) scored higher than the high impulsivity group
(m = 23.9, sd = 3.99). On the impulse control subscale, the group low on both (m = 19.2,
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sd = 2.71) scored higher than the high impulsivity group (m = 17.0. sd = 3.23) and the
group high on both (m = 16.0, sd = 4.09). The high compulsivity group (m = 20.2. sd =
2.85)

scored higher than the high impulsivity group (m = 17.0, sd = 3.23). and the group

high on both (m = 16.0, sd = 4.09).
Executive Functioning, Disordered Eating, and Self Harm
The EDI total and subscale scores, and the SHI total score were correlated with
the EF1 total and subscale scores. See Table 10 for correlation matrix.
Table 10. EDI-2 and SHI total correlated with the EF1.

Motivation

Impulse
Control

Empathy

Planning

Social Total
Conduct

EDI total

-.269**

-.251**

-.117

-.125

-.050 -.261**

Drive for
Thinness

-.137

-.199*

-.007

-.068

-.040

Bulimia

-.192*

-.149

-.034

-.140

.051

Body
-.269**
Dissatisfaction

-.091

-.111

-.128

.048

-.153*

Ineffectiveness -.317**

-.136

-.156*

-.157*

-.084

-.132

Perfectionism .065

-.053

.029

.244**

.161*

-.002

Interpersonal -.349**
Distrust

-.044

-.157*

-.093

-.130

-.087

Interoceptive -.105
Awareness

-.369**

-057

-.235**

-.017 -.219**

Maturity Fears-.073

- 212**

-.012

-.101

-.025

-.082

Asceticism

.002

-.013

.003

.011

-.024

.023

Impulse
Regulation

-.061

-.535**

-.168*

-.139

-.083

-.191*

EDI

*
00
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-.091

Table 10 cont.

Motivation

Impulse
Control

Empathy

Planning

Social Total
Conduct

EDI total
Social
Insecurity

-.269**
-.424**

-.251**
-.115

-.117
-.186*

-.125
-.204**

-.050 -.261**
-.137 -.115

SHI total
* p<.05

-.069
**p<.01

-.317**

-.122

-.121

.018

EDI

-.261**

The EDI total score and SHI total score were entered to predict EFI total score.
The model accounted for 7% of the variance, F(l, 162) = 11.94, p<.01) with significant
contribution from SHI total, ((5 = .-262, p<.01).
The individuals SHI items were then entered into a stepwise regression to predict
the EFI total score. The final model accounted for 9% of the variance, F(2, 162) —8.01,
p<.01, with significant contributions from “made medical situations worse” (P = -.206,
p<.01) and “set yourself up in a relationship to be rejected” (p = -.168, p<.05).
To continue to understand if there is a relationship between eating disorders and
executive functions, the subscales of the EDI were entered to predict the EFI total score.
Only interoceptive awareness entered into the model (P = -.219, p<.01) and accounted for
5% of the variance.
Self-harm and Pathology (SCL-90-R and EDI-2)
SHI total score was significantly positively correlated to the EDI total score (r =
.303, p<.01), as well as the EDI subscales impulse regulation (r = .447, p<.01), social
insecurity (r = .241, p<.01), ineffectiveness (r = .248, p<.01), perfectionism (r = .216,
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p<.01), introceptive awareness (r = .274, p<.01), body dissatisfaction (r = .167, p<.05),
maturity fears (r = . 157, p<.05). and drive for thinness (r = . 196, p<.05).
Differences between those who reported at least one self-harm behavior on the
SHI and those who reported no self-harm behaviors were compared using ANOVA. and
Mann-Whitney U test, as the EDI-2 data was significantly skewed. Results of a series of
one-way ANOVAs revealed that individuals who self-harm scored significantly higher on
the EDI total score, F(t, 163) = 8.54, p<.05; as well as the EDI subscales drive for
thinness, F(l, 164) = 4.62, p<.05; ineffectiveness, F(l, 164) = 5.89, p<.05; perfectionism,
F(l, 164) = 4.49, p<.05; interoceptive awareness, F(l, 164) = 7.30, p<.05; maturity fears,
F(l, 164) = 4.14, p<.05; and impulse regulation, F(l, 164) = 9.38, p<.01. Mean and
standard deviations are presented in Table 11. When the analysis was replicated using the
Mann-Whitney U, the differences observed on the drive for thinness, and maturity fears
subscales were no longer significant.
Table 11. Eating Disorder Inventory - 2 means and standard deviations for differences
between those who harm and those who do not.

EDI

No self-harm
N = 76

Self-harm
N = 90

EDI total

28.4(17.2)

38.7 (26.2)

Drive for Thinness

3.58 (4.36)

5.33 (5.88)

Bulimia

.671 (1.37)

.97(1.69)

Body Dissatisfaction

7.88 (6.71)

9.67 (7.86)

Ineffectiveness

.974(1.79)

1.87 (2.75)

Perfectionism

4.91 (3.80)

6.24 (4.24)
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Table 11 cont.

EDI

No self-harm

Self-harm

Interpersonal Distrust

1.30(2.11)

1.82 (2.75)

Interoceptive Awareness

.816(1.60)

1.74 (2.61)

Maturity Fears

1.82(1.79)

2.51 (2.49)

Asceticism

3.64 (2.03)

3.51 (2.36)

Impulse Regulation

.724(1.72)

2.03 (3.38)

Social Insecurity

2.12(2.70)

2.89 (2.91)

Self-harm behavior was significantly positively correlated to the global severity
index (GSI) of the SCL-90-R (r = .396, p<.01), as well as to the somatization (r = .323),
obsessive-compulsive (r = .266), interpersonal-sensitivity (r = .350), depression (r =
.392), anxiety (r = .363), hostility (r = .426), paranoia (r = .291), and psychoticism
subscales (r = .307) (ps<.01).
Differences between those who reported at least one self-harm behavior on the
SHI and those who reported no self-harm behaviors were compared using ANOVA, and
Mann-Whitney U test, as the SCL-90 data was significantly skewed. Results of a series of
one-way ANOVAs revealed that individuals who self-harmed scored significantly higher
on the GSI, as well as on all of the subscales of the SCL-90 (ps <.05). Means and
standard deviations presented in Table 12. The same significant differences were
obtained between the two groups when replicated with the Mann-Whitney U.
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Table 12. Means and standard deviations of scores on the SCL-90 between those who
report self-harm on the SHI and those who do not.

SCL-90

No Self-harm
N = 76

Self-harm
N = 90

Somatization

.324 (.306)

.555 (.598)

Obsessive-compulsive

.418 (.499)

.627 (.566)

Interpersonal-sensitivity

.442 (.447)

.786 (.707)

Depression

.401 (.356)

.794 (.700)

Anxiety

.208 (.347)

.404 (.501)

Hostility

.296 (.268)

.467 (.498)

Phobia

.076 (.213)

.404 (.501)

Paranoia

.208 (.336)

.407 (.593)

Psychoticism

.133 (.332)

.332 (.489)

Individuals who damaged tissue (i.e., cut, burned, or scratched oneself) were
compared against those who did not damage tissue, and those who only damaged tissue,
and those who self-harmed in other ways, on the EDI-2. Differences were observed on
ineffectiveness (F(3, 162) = 4.38, p<.01), perfectionism (F(3, 162) = 3.09, p <.05),
interoceptive awareness (F(3, 162) = 3.27, p<.05), and impulse regulation (F(3, 162) =
7.27, p<.01). Post-hoc analyses using the Bonferonni method revealed significant
differences between the groups who self-harmed both ways to those who did not selfharm on eating disorder total score, ineffectiveness, perfectionism, and introceptive
awareness. On the impulse regulation scale, the group high on both scored higher than
those low on both, and those who self-harmed but did not damage tissue. See Table 13
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for means and standard deviations of significant variables. The same results were
observed when replicated with the Mann Whitney U.
Table 13. Means and standard deviations for group differences on EDI-2 based on
presence of tissue damage.

EDI-2

Group 1
N = 76

Group 2
N=3

Group 3
N = 64

Group 4
N = 22

EDI total

28.4(17.2)

42.0 (21.6)

35.0 (23.1)

49.2 (32.9)

Ineffectiveness

.974(1.79)

1.00(1.73)

1.52 (2.24)

3.00 (3.83)

Perfectionism

4.91 (3.80)

7.33 (5.86)

5.68 (3.38)

7.77 (3.78)

Interoceptive Awareness

.816(1.60)

.667 (.578)

1.60 (2.56)

2.32 (2.88)

Impulse Regulation

.724(1.72)

1.00(1.00)

1.51 (2.46)

3.73 (5.07)

Group 1 = no self-harm
Group 2 = tissue only
Group 3 = other damage
Group 4 = both tissue and other damage
Individuals who damaged tissue (i.e., cut, burned, or scratched oneself) were
compared against those who did not damage tissue on the SCL-90. Results of a series of
one-way ANOVAs revealed significant differences on the GSI, as well as on all of the
subscales of the SCL-90 (ps <.05) except for the phobia subscale. Post-hoc analyses were
performed using the Bonferonni method. The groups with both types of tissue damage
scored higher than those without any damage on the somatization, obsessive-compulsive,
interpersonal-sensitivity, anxiety, paranoia, and psychoticism scales. On the depression,
and global severity scales, the group high on both scored high than the group low on
both, and with other non-tissue damage only. The group low on both scored lower than
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the non-tissue damage group. See Table 14 for means and standard deviations. The same
results were observed when replicated with the Mann Whitney U.
Table 14. Means and standard deviations for group differences on SCL-90 based on
presence of tissue damage.

ED1-2

Group 1
N = 76

Group 2
N=3

Group 3
N = 65

Group 4
N = 22

Somatization

.324 (.306)

.500 (.500)

.480 (.475)

.784 (.854)

Obsessive-Compulsive

.418 (.499)

.367 (.351)

.580 (.555)

.800 (.601)

Interpersonal-Sensitivity

.441 (.447)

.630 (.570)

.708 (.677)

1.04 (.774)

Depression

.401 (.356)

.846 (.961)

.678 (.655)

1.13 (.725)

Anxiety

.208 (.347)

.267 (.461)

.340 (.400)

.614 (.704)

Hostility

.296 (.268)

.111 (.192)

.395 (.386)

.727 (.699)

Phobia

.076 (.213)

.095 (.165)

.218 (.454)

.136 (.357)

Paranoia

.208 (.336)

.611 (.918)

.344 (.522)

.568 (.730)

Psychoticism

.133 (.245)

.600 (.656)

.288 (.435)

.427 (.606)

Global Severity Index

.283 (.278)

.511 (.517)

.465 (.433)

.721 (.563)

Group 1 = no self-harm
Group 2 = tissue only
Group 3 = other damage
Group 4 = both tissue and other damage
Predicting Obligatory Exercise
The subscales from the EDI, BIS, MOC, YBOCS-EDS, and SHI total score were
entered to predict OEQ total score. The final model accounted for 42% of the variance,
(F(4, 158) = 28.22, p<.01), with significant contributions from drive for thinness ((3 =
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.575, p<.01), body dissatisfaction (P = -.370. p<.01). YBOCS-EDS preoccupations (P =
.274, p<.01), and interpersonal distrust (P = .141, p<.01).
Predicting Self-harm
The subscales of the EDI, BIS, MOC, YBOCS-EDS, and OEQ total were entered
to predict the SHI total score. The final model accounted for 25% of the variance (F(3,
159) = 17.40, p<.01), with significant contributions from impulse regulation (P = .451,
p<.01), asceticism (p = -.183, p<.05), and perfectionism (P = .151, p<.05).
Exercise and Self-harm
The OEQ total score was correlated with the SHI total score and items from the
SHI. Significant correlations were observed between distanced self from God as
punishment (r = .303, p<.01), engaged in sexually abusive relationships (r = -.181,
p<.05), exercised an injury on purpose (r = .163, p<.05), and abused laxatives to hurt
yourself (r = .247, p<.01). No other correlations were significant.
Groups were divided into high and low on obligatory exercise based on OEQ total
score, and were compared on the SHI total score using a t-test. The groups were not
significantly different (t( 164) = -1,56, p>.05).
The OEQ total score was compared between those who self-injured and those
who did not using a oneway ANOVA. Group differences were not significant (F (1, 164)
= 1.0, p>.05). The OEQ total score was compared between those who reported at least
four self-harm behaviors on the SHI, to those who reported three or less. Group
differences were significant (F (1, 164) = 4.56, p<.05), with individuals who engaged in
more than three self-harm behaviors scoring higher (m = 47.5, sd = 15.2) than those with
three or fewer (m = 42.6, sd = 9.22).
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Exercise and Impulsivity and Compulsivity
The OEQ total score was correlated with the BIS, MOC, and the YBOCS-EDS.
The OEQ total score was significantly related to BIS total score (r = .157, p<.05), motor
impulsivity (r = .208, p<.01), and attentional impulsivity (r = .207, p<.01). It was related
to MOC total score (r = .222, p<.05), slowness (r = .153, p<.05), and doubting (r = .285,
p<.05). The OEQ total score was also significantly correlated with the YBOCS
preoccupations (r = .528, p<.01), and YBOCS rituals (r = .463, p<.01).
Individuals who scored high and low on the OEQ total score were compared on
the measures of impulsivity and compulsivity using a t-test. No differences were
observed on the BIS total score or subscale scores. The obligatory exercise group (n = 46)
scored significantly higher than non-obligatory exercisers (n = 120) on the MOC total
(t(163) = -3.50, p<.01), clean (t(l64) = -2.60, p<01), and doubt (t(163) = -3.49, p<.01).
Obligatory exercises scored significantly higher than non-obligatory exercisers on the
YBOCS-EDS preoccupations (t( 164) = -4.23, p<.01) and YBOCS-EDS rituals (t( 164) = 7.24, p<.01). No other mean scores were significantly different.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The goal of the current study was to expand the literature exploring the
relationship between disordered eating and impulsivity and compulsivity; particularly the
role impulsive and compulsive traits play in understanding the relationship between
eating disorders and self-injurious behaviors, including compensatory behaviors
associated with disordered eating tendencies such as bingeing, laxative use, and excessive
exercise. The current study also sought to expand the knowledge surrounding impulsive
and compulsive behaviors through the understanding of executive functi ons; a related
construct. A final goal was to expand literature pertaining to the classification of
obligatory (excessive) exercise as self-harm behavior.
The first goal was to examine in the relationship between disordered eating,
impulsivity and compulsivity. This was done in several ways. First, disordered eating
behaviors were correlated with measures of impulsivity and compulsivity. Diet restriction
and use of diuretics were related to compulsive tendencies, whereas binge eating was
related to impulsive tendencies. The EDI-2 total score and subscales drive for thinness,
introceptive awareness, and impulse regulation were related to both the BIS and the
MOC; with interpersonal distrust, and maturity fears also related to both, but to fewer
elements. The relationship between both the BIS and MOC with impulse regulation and
introceptive awareness may help to explain the complex connection between eating
disorders, and other self-harm behavior. Theoretically, individuals with eating disorders
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and those who engage in self-harm behaviors are both seeking bodily stimulation
potentially due to lack of bodily awareness (i.e., introceptive awareness), and have
difficulty with impulse regulation (Claes et al., 2001; Fessler, 2002; Matsunaga et al..
1999). The relationship between drive for thinness, introceptive awareness, and impulse
regulation, with both impulsivity and compulsivity may help explain the difficulty of
these individuals to be successfully treated, as they are struggling with competing
responses. As Favaro and Santanastaso (2002) suggested, the elevated levels of pathology
may be from the competing urges of wanting control yet acting impulsively, and the
cycle of guilt accompanying the impulsive actions. The subscaies bulimia and body
dissatisfaction were related to the BIS; whereas ineffectiveness, perfectionism,
asceticism, and social insecurity were more highly associated with MOC. The correlation
between perfectionism and asceticism are consistent with the conceptualization of these
as compulsive traits (e.g., Franco-Paredes et al., 2005). This result also indicates that the
ineffectiveness and social insecurity individuals with eating disorders may experience
may be due to perceived expectations about perfectionism from others that they feel inept
at attaining. The relation of the bulimia subscale to only the BIS, is consistent with
previous research regarding the impulsive nature of bulimia.
It was predicted that the EDI-2 total score would be predicted by the depression,
and obsessiveness subscales of the SCL-90, the OEQ, and at least one self-harm
behavior, with a difference between AN and BN tendencies in that impulsivity predicting
would predict BN tendencies and compulsivity would predict AN tendencies. The
hypothesis for predicting the total score was mostly supported in that significant
contributions came from items on the OEQ and SHI, and the obsessiveness scale of the
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SCL-90. Depression, however, did not emerge as a significant predictor which is contrary
to previous research that noted depression as a risk factor for eating disorders (Johnson et
al„ 2002). Dobmeyer and Stein (2003) also failed to observe depression as a significant
predictor. They hypothesized that it may negative affect in general (e.g., depression,
anger, frustration, boredom) that produces the maladaptive behavioral methods to manage
mood. They also hypothesized that individuals with eating disorders may have a
susceptibility to negative affect as those individuals are constantly struggling to control
their diet and other weight control behaviors, and experience embarrassment from loss of
that control.
The hypothesis that impulsive tendencies would predict BN (bulimia scale) was
supported; however, impulsivily was a significant predictor for AN (drive for thinness) as
well, rather than compulsive tendencies measured by the MOC. Also contrary to
expectations, compulsive exercise items emerged as significant predictors of BN (e.g..
daydreaming about exercise, keeping record of exercise performance) rather than AN.
These results may be attributed to not using diagnostic criteria for AN and BN, but
instead using a subscale for each that shares overlapping features with both AN and BN.
The second set of hypotheses examined the role of impulsivity and compulsivity
to variables of interest. It was hypothesized that compulsivity would be more highly
associated with the OEQ, and impulsivity with self-harm. This hypothesis was supported
in that more self-harm behaviors were related to impulsivity than compulsive items. The
SHI items that pertain specifically to eating, starved self and abused laxatives, were
related to both BIS and MOC scales. This reinforces the findings that eating disorder
tendencies are related to both impulsivity and compulsivity. The OEQ total score also had
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a more complex relationship and was significantly related to both impulsive and
compulsive tendencies. The OEQ is designed to measure psychological correlates of
obligatory exercisers who tend to be excessive exercisers. Interestingly, actual reported
frequency of exercise was negatively related to impulsive nonplanning. One would
expect that the more exercise one does, the more they need to plan, yet the OEQ total
score was unrelated to impulsive nonplanning. This suggests that although the
psychological components of obligatory exercise are related to impulsive and compulsive
tendencies, the actual frequency of exercise is not. The OEQ was best predicted by eating
disorder tendencies, and the preoccupations subscale of the YBOCS-EDS indicating the
association of obligatory exercise and eating pathology. That result also suggests the
importance of cognitions in obligatory exercise over the behavioral aspect, because the
preoccupations subscale emerged as a significant predictor and not the rituals subscale.
The hypothesis that impulsivity would predict self-harm was not supported, as the only
significant predictors that emerged were from the EDI; however, the variables that were
significant were related to controlling impulses (i.e., impulse regulation, asceticism, and
perfectionism).
It was predicted that those with impulsive tendencies would score the highest on
indices of pathology. This was supported when examining scores on the EDI; groups high
on both scored consistently the highest, followed by the group scoring highest on
impulsivity only. This hypothesis was also supported when examining scores on the EFI;
the group low on both, or high on compulsivity consistently scored the highest on
executive functioning skills. This hypothesis was partially supported on the other
measures. Individuals who scored high on both impulsivity and compulsivity consistently
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scored the highest on the scale of the SCL-90; however, contrary to prediction, the group
high only on compulsivitv consistently scored second highest. This trend was also
observed on the OEQ total score. This suggests that compulsivity may have a stronger
relationship to the pathology of those disorders.
It was also predicted that those with three or more self-harm and/or disordered
eating tendencies would score higher on impulsivity than those with fewer. This
hypothesis was supported; the group high (more than three) on both types of behavior
cons’^ently scored higher on measures of impulsivity than those with neither behavior.
The group high on both behaviors also demonstrated higher levels of impulsivity
compared to those who only reported only disordered eating behaviors (e.g., bingeing,
restricting, laxative, or diuretic use). This suggests that self-harm as measured by the SHI
may be impulsive traits whereas the disturbed eating behaviors may be more compulsive.
This investigation also examined the relationship between multi-impulsive symptoms and
compulsivity. Those with three of more self-harm and disordered eating tendencies also
scored higher on compulsivity than those with fewer, or only one type. This suggests that
the role of compulsivity and compulsive behaviors deserves more consideration than is
currently given in the multi-impulsive bulimic literature. This is because compulsivity is
most likely also playing an important role in the pathology as well as impulsive
tendencies. A difference between this study and previous investigations is that I did not
have a sample of individuals diagnosed with BN or a comparison sample to investigate
differences between those with BN to those with other disorders. Another difference with
the current investigation to previous investigations is that the current investigation used a
measure that identified

n

limited number of behaviors that did not include impulsive
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behaviors included in previous studies such as stealing. The measure in the current study
also identified the behaviors to occur on purpose, whereas multi-impulsives may not
identify engaging behaviors such as promiscuity on purpose to harm oneself. Those with
only eating behaviors scored the next highest on compulsivity measured by the YBOCEDS but not as measured by the SCL-90 OC scale, which may be due to the specificity of
the YBOCS-EDS to measure obsessive-compulsive symptoms specifically to eating
disorders.
In terms of the relation between specific self-harm and eating disordered
behaviors, it was predicted that exercise would predict compulsive tendencies. This was
not supported. Compulsivity as measured by MOC total score was predicted by laxative
use only, which is inconsistent with previous research (Favaro & Santonastaso, 1998),
who found that laxative use was an impulsive dimension. The current investigation did
not include exactly the same variables included in the Favaro and Santonastaso (1998)
investigation, in particular the ones that loaded on their compulsive dimension (vomiting,
severe nail biting, hair pulling). It is possible that in the absence of those variables,
laxative use may become a significant variable. Contrary to expectation, obligatory
exercise (as measured by the OEQ total) did not emerge as a significant variable. This is
contrary to the current conceptualization of obligatory exercise as a compulsive behavior
(e.g, Yates, 1991). It was hypothesized that suicide attempts, substance/alcohol abuse,
laxative use, skin cutting and burning will predict impulsive tendencies. Alcohol abuse
emerged as a significant predictor along with binge eating. The inclusion of alcohol abuse
is consistent with the findings of Favaro and Santanastaso. They did not include binge
eating in their analysis.
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Obsessive-compulsive tendencies specific to eating disorders as measured by the
YBOCS-EDS were significantly predicted by variables related to eating, such as
restriction, binge eating, and obligatory exercise; and not hitting oneself on purpose. The
analyses was then divided based on preoccupations (obsessions) and rituals
(compulsions). Predictors of the two dimensions were similar in that obligatory exercise,
binge eating, and starving yourself to hurt yourself were significant predictors for both.
The two dimensions of the YBOCS-EDS differed in that restrictive eating, and alcohol
abuse emerged as significant predictors for cognitive component, and laxative use and
exercising an injury on purpose were significant predictors for the behavioral component.
This suggests that restrictive eating is more indicative of individuals who are preoccupied
with thoughts of food and fears of the effects of food, as is alcohol abuse. It is interesting
that using alcohol, a high calorie food, would predict fears about food and the effects of
high calorie foods on one’s body. It is possible that the effects of alcohol help to reduce
an individual’s fears, and alcohol is used to self-medicate against these anxieties. The
behavioral component or ‘needs’ related to eating disorders were predicted by laxative
use and exercised an injury on purpose. This is consistent with the behavioral
(compensatory) symptoms of eating disorders that include over exercising in situations
when not appropriate, and using laxatives and diuretics.
It is interesting that the laxative item the SHI (abused laxatives to hurt yourself)
emerged as a significant predictor and not frequency of laxative use measured by the
eating questionnaire. This suggests that possibility that individuals who are purposefully
harming themselves by using laxatives may be at higher risk for an eating disorder than
those who do not use them for this purpose, independent of the frequency of use. Bruce.
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Koemer, Stieger and Young (2003) found differences in impuisivity use between those
who misused laxatives compared to those who used them appropriately and concluded
that individuals who misused laxatives demonstrated difficulty with behavioral inhibition.
Their results are also in contrast to the current investigation that observed that laxative
use was predictive of compulsivity; however, Bruce et al. did not examine the role of
compuisivity tendencies in their investigation so it is inconclusive at this time if
compulsive tendencies also play a role in inappropriate use of laxatives.
The second goal of this investigation was to expand the knowledge of impulsive
and compulsive behaviors through their relationship with executive functions. It is also
important to explore the relationship between executive functions and indices of
pathology. It was predicted that impulsiveness and self-harm would be better predictors
of executive functioning than compulsiveness and eating pathology. For the most part
this hypothesis was supported. Compulsiveness was significantly related to executive
functioning depending on the measure used. None of the scales on the MOC were related
to executive functions; however, the SCL-90 OC scale was, such that the better the
execut ive functioning, the lower the SCL-90 OC scores. This same pattern of results was
observed on the BIS; the better the executive functioning the lower the impuisivity score.
The second component of the hypothesis was supported. SHI total score emerged as a
significant predictor of executive functioning whereas the EDI did not. The two SHI
items that predicted the EFI total score were low scores on “made medical situations
worse” and “set self up to be rejected”. These two items reflect situations that may have
less immediate reinforcement than other SHI items such as abusing alcohol or being
promiscuous. Low scores on these items (or infrequency of these behaviors) would
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indicate that an individual may have the ability to foresee consequences of their actions,
and recognize the benefit of not making medical situations worse or being in a situation
in that would inevitably lead to rejection. The only EDI subscale that emerged as a
significant predictor was low scores on interoceptive awareness. This indicates that the
more aware an individual is of their person, the better they may be at using cognitive
resources to understand the external environment.
The third purpose of the current investigations was to add to the understanding of
self-harm behavior, and further explore whether excessive exercise should be classified
as a self-harm behavior. It was predicted that individuals who self-harm would score
higher on indices pathology included in this investigation. This hypothesis was
supported. Individuals who self-harmed scored higher than those who did not self-harm
on the SCL-90 scales, and on several EDI-2 scales. It is interesting that the strongest
correlation between the SHI total score and the SCL-90 was on the hostility subscale
(r=.426). One explanation for this is that self-harm behavior has been conceptualized as
hostility turned inwards (Favazza, 1989). Another explanation may be the items that
constitute the hostility scale in that they seem to be measuring impulse control (e.g..
having urges to beat, injure or harm someone; temper outbursts you could not control).
This suggests that those who scli-tiarm may be not only more likely to harm themselves
but others as well. This is consistent with Penas-Lledo et al. (2004) who found that
hostility and anger were prominent emotions among individuals who self-injured. This
also indicates that individuals who self-harm may be doing so not only in response to
intense emotions that are internally directed such as depression, but to ones externally
driven such as anger, but it is possible that neither type of emotion is given an appropriate
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outlet by the person who self-injures. For example, Dear, Slattery, and Hillan (2001)
found that individuals who self-harmed utilized poorer coping strategies than those who
did not.
It appears that individuals who self-harm are more prone to the types of pathology
measured by the SCL-90 short of phobia. Although self-harming individuals scored
higher on several EDI-2 subscales it should be noted that the subscales on which
differences were observed were not directly related to the core elements of eating
disorders (e.g., bulimia, drive for thinness, body dissatisfaction). Despite the absence of
group differences on these scales, body dissatisfaction and drive for thinness were
significantly correlated to reported self-harm behaviors. Those who damaged bodily
tissue did not score higher on indices of pathology than those who did not, but those who
damaged tissue and performed other types of self-harm (e.g., driven recklessly)
consistently scored higher than those either tissue or non-tissue damage alone, and nonself-injurers. This suggests that when investigating the relationship to self-harm and
pathology it may be more important to examine the types of different behaviors than if
tissue is damaged. This also adds light to the theory of multi-impulsive bulimia. It may be
that there is nothing particularly unique about someone with bulimia who engages in
other self-harm/impulsive behaviors, but the differences in pathology level may be due to
the occurrence of multiple behaviors. I am not aware of any research comparing multiimpulsive bulimics to a group of individuals with multiple impulsive symptoms who do
not have BN symptoms. Welch and Fairbum (1996) may have been correct when
purposing an underlying impulse control disorder rather than a special subtype of BN;
however, it may also be that these individuals have maladaptive coping mechanisms that
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show themselves as self-injurious and disordered eating behaviors, and excessive
exercise.
The final prediction was that OEQ total score would be best predicted by
compulsive tendencies and eating disorder tendencies. This hypothesis was supported in
that eating disorder tendencies (e.g., drive for thinness) were significant predictors of the
obligatory exercise, but compulsive tendencies as measured by the MOC were not. The
preoccupations component of the YBOCS-EDS emerged as a significant predictor. This
suggests that thoughts and fears about food and weight may be better predictors of
obligatory exercise than the needs or compulsions surrounding food or compensation for
caloric intake. It was interesting that low scores on body dissatisfaction emerged as a
significant predictor of obligatory exercise, as several investigations (Madison & Ruma,
2003; Solenberger, 2001) have found that obligatory exercisers were more likely to
experience body dissatisfaction. This suggests that individuals who feel the need or
obligation to exercise, feel better about the way they look than those who do not, and
obligatory exercise may be a protective factor for an eating disorder for the participants in
this investigation based on low body dissatisfaction. It would be interesting to follow
these individuals over time to see if drive for thinness, and exercise dependence
increases, which has been linked to increased risk of an eating disorder, or if increased
body satisfaction that is also linked to regular exercise is a protective factor for eating
disorders. Previous research has suggested that drive for thinness predicted later eating
pathology (Dobmeyer & Stein, 2003), although they did not compare individuals high on
drive for thinness with and without high body esteem to actually measure protective
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lactors. Of course it is likely that comorbid pathologies and/or personality traits and/or
social support likely play a large role in determining the impact of excessive exercise.
Participants were classified as obligatory exercisers depending on their OEQ
score, and compared on measures of impulsivity and compulsivity. Obligatory exercisers
scored higher on measures of compulsivity than nonexercisers, but no difference on
measures of impulsivity. This adds support to obligatory exercise as a compulsive
behavior or more common behavior among someone with compulsive rather than
impulsive tendencies.
The current investigation sought to examine the role of exercise as a self-harm
behavior. The OEQ and SHI total scores were not significantly related, but several items
from the SHI were related to the OEQ total score: distanced self from God, engaged in
sexually abusive relationships, abused laxatives to hurt yourself, and exercised an injury
on purpose. These relationships are similar to the one observed with the YBOCS-EDS. It
is possible that the relationship between self-harm behaviors and obligatory exercise may
exist in the context of disordered eating, and compuls’ve tendencies. Individuals did not
differ on self-harm behaviors based on whether or not they are obligatory exercisers, but
individuals who engaged in several (4+) self-harm behaviors scored higher on obligatory
exercise than those who engaged in fewer than four. This suggests that obligatory
exercise may be part of a constellation of multiple self-harm behaviors, or a behavior that
occurs among individuals who display both impulsive and compulsive features, as was
observed in the analysis examining multi-impulsive features.
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Conclusion
I he current investigation added to the eating disorder, seif-harm, impulsivity, and
compulsivity literature in several ways. First, by examining impulsivity, compulsivity,
and self-harm in relation to eating disorders; Second, by examining impiulsivity,
compulsivity, and eating disorders in relation to executive functioning; Third, by
expanding the literature examining self-harm and excessive exercise.
The results of the current investigation suggest that the highest l evels of pathology
are among individuals who score high on both impulsive and compulsive dimensions,
and the lowest levels among those who scored low on both. This is in contrast to previous
research that has suggested that impulsivity was an important in predicting pathology,
eating related or otherwise (e.g., Favaro & Santonastaso, 1999). Researchers have also
begur

.0

examine the role of both impulsivity and compulsivity in eating pathology.

Engel et al. (2005) examined impulsivity and compulsivity among individuals with BN
using measures such as the BIS, MOC, and well as other measures of impulsive
behaviors and pathology. Four groups were created based on the median split of z scores
on the BIS, MOC, Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale, and the State-Trait Anxiety
Inventory. Results indicated that the four groups differed on personality pathology, eating
pathology, and depression, with the low on both group scoring lower than the high on
both group. The two groups with high impulsivity scores scored higher on measures of
drug and alcohol use than the other two groups. These results are consistent with the
results observed in the current investigation.
A theory was proposed by Fessler (2002) that contributes to the understanding of
impulsivity and compulsivity among individuals who restrict food intake, such as those
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with A N . Similar to literature reviewed about the evolutionary relationship between
restrictive dieting and excessive exercise, Fessler proposes an evolutionary explanation.
He theorizes that impulsive behaviors develop from a dysregulation of serotonin that
develops as a consequence of dietary restriction. That is, a decrease in food intake can
disrupt serotonin, which in turn is related to irritability, and impulsive acts, as well as
which return to normal following return to normal intake. From an evolutionary
standpoint, one who is starved will need to take advantage of opportunities to preserve
survival as they occur. For example, if one has an access to food they may binge eat for
fear source will disappear, or act aggressively in case later they do not have the physical
strength (due to starvation) to defend themselves later on. He also theorizes that selfinjurious behavior that accompanies those with AN may be due to the diminished pain
response associated with starvation, and that the response that does occur (i.e., release of
endogenous pain relievers) is a reinforcing feeling.
Pollice, Kaye, Greeno & Weltzin (1997) also obtained results that suggested that
malnutrition intensifies the severity of depression, anxiety, and obsessionality in AN. One
limit of Fessler’s (2002) theory and the results of Pollice et al. is that these traits are
observed in individuals who are not suffering the effects of starvation such as presumably
the participants in the current investigation. Pollice et al. found that the symptoms
decreased following after refeeding, but did not provide evidence about symptom levels
prior to the development of a clinical level eating disorder. It is possible that other
stresses and instability in areas other than eating such as abuse may produce the same
psychological effects. This theory would be consistent with the previously reviewed
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research indicating that individuals with eating disorders and who self-harm are more
likely to have had a trauma in their development.
Another possibility is that for individuals with both impulsive and compulsive
tendencies, the impulsive behavior may be a response to an obsession or distressing
thought, whether it pertain to negative thoughts about one’s own body shape or negative
affect such as anxiety or depression related to previous trauma. The impulsive act may
initially serve as a compulsive act by providing negative reinforcement to the thought, but
the act itself still provides anxiety. It is possible that through physiological mechanisms
the act becomes theoretically “impulsive” in that it begins to provide gratification in
itself. For example, cutting may begin a response to an intense emotional experience, or
to produce an intense emotional experience, but the release of endogenous opioids that
occur with the act, continue to reinforce the behavior.
It is possible that the presence of both impulsive and compulsive tendencies exist
in individuals whose engage in multiple self-harm behaviors that involve aspects of
eating in addition to a non-eating self-harm behavior. In the current investigation
individuals who reported both a disordered eating behavior and items from the SHI
scored highest on both impulsivity and compulsivity. Individuals who only endorsed SHI
items scored higher on impulsivity, whereas individuals who only endorsed disordered
eating items scored higher on compulsivity. It may be that the compulsive aspects are
specific to disordered eating behaviors.
The current investigation sought to add to the understanding the relationship
between eating disorders and self-hann. Results indicated that self-harm behaviors were
highly associated with eating disorder tendencies. Specifically exercising despite
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instruction not to, cutting, abusing laxatives and alcohol, and starving oneself were all
significant predictors of the EDI-2 total score. The SHI total score was positively
correlated with several eating disorder tendencies including the EDI-2 total score, drive
for thinness, body dissatisfaction, impulse regulation, social insecurity, ineffectiveness,
perfectionism, introceptive awareness, and maturity fears. Interestingly, the SHI was not
significantly correlated with the bulimia subscale, which theoretically has the closest
relationship to self-harm behaviors as both share impulsive tendencies. Favazza et al.
(1989) proposed the deliberate self-harm syndrome which identifies itself as an impulse
control disorder in which individuals engage in multiple forms of self- harm behaviors,
eating related and otherwise, and the behaviors are interchangeable. That is, when an
individual with deliberate self-harm s„ ndrome is not actively engaged in eating
disordered behavior they would be more likely to be engaging in skin cutting or burning
behaviors. Future research should examine the occurrence of these self-harm behaviors
longitudinally to determine whether this theory is true.
The current investigation sought to add to the literature surrounding multiimpulsive bulimia. Results supported multi-impulsive bulimia in that individuals who
demonstrated disordered eating symptoms plus other impulsive behaviors scored higher
on impulsivity than those with only disordered eating behaviors. Contradictory results
were also observed. Results also indicated that individuals with both eating and other
^elf-harm symptoms also scored higher on compulsivity. This suggests that future
research needs to explore the role of compulsive tendencies in the presence of behaviors
that have been previously conceptualized as impulsive, and the co-occurrence of
behaviors conceptualized as compulsive (e.g., vomiting, hair pulling). The second
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contradictory result was that the bulimia subscale was not significantly related to SHI
total score. It seems logical that the scale that most closely resembles bulimia would be
related with self-harm behaviors if there was a different diagnostic group sharing similar
features. Instead these results lend support to the deliberate harm syndrome, in that there
may be nothing remarkable about bulimia per say as a psychological disorder but that the
similarities exist in the nature o f the behavioral symptoms. Other support for a deliberate
harm syndrome comes from the relative frequency o f several types o f impulsive
behaviors. For example, Favaro et al. (2005) found that 35% o f a sample o f eating
disorder subjects exhibited more than one impulsive behavior (outside o f those related
specifically to eating), and 13% exhibited more than three. Other authors reported 75%
(Favazza, 1989) and 80% (Lacey, 1993) o f sample exhibiting more than three behaviors.
Other evidence against multi-impulsive bulimia that has been recently reported is that
there were no differences between eating disorder diagnostic subgroups as to the presence
o f these impulsive behaviors (Favaro et al., 2005; Solano et al., 2005).
The current investigation sought to add to the literature on executive functions.
Executive functions had a clear negative association with impulsivity. Features of
executive functions were related to compulsivity depending on the measure. Impulsive
individuals consistently scored lower on executive functions than those with compulsive
tendencies. Those with neither impulsive nor compulsive tendencies scored higher only
on the impulse control subscale o f the EFI. Those with compulsive tendencies may have
good planning abilities and acknowledging consequences o f their actions, but are not able
to withhold acting on the behavior. This is consistent with previous research that found
that patients with OCD perform poorly on tasks that rely on response suppression or
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motor inhibition relative to both normal and clinical controls (Evans, Lewis & lobst,
2004).
The motivation and impulse control subscales had relationships to the most EDIsubscales. The impulse control result is to be expected, but the negative relationship to
motivation is not. Based on previous research identifying individuals with eating
disorders as hyperactive (e.g., Davis, 1997), it would be expected that individuals with
eating disorder tendencies would score high on motivation. However, the bulimia and
body dissatisfaction subscales had negative relationships with motivation suggesting that
individuals with those symptoms have less energy are therefore more likely to do
activities to lose weight that require less energy like vomiting, rather than exercising.
The role of executive functions in eating disorders, obsessive-compulsive
disorders and impulse control may be more important than current research has given
attention to. In the current investigation eating disorder tendencies were related to the
motivation, planning, and impulse control dimensions of the EFI. Other authors have
found that OCD is related to cognitive deficits including response suppression, and
perseveration (Evans et al., 2004), and there is a strong literature base that has examined
the relationship between impulsivity and executive functions (e.g., Amsten & Li, 2005).
Executive functions are not only responsible for cognitive and behavioral control
capabilities, but in the planning and execution of effective coping strategies. Evans et al.
(2004) suggest that individuals who display obsessive-compulsive disorder may have a
neurobiological abnormality in the prefrontal cortex that limits executive function
abilities, or as a child, a disruption occurred during early childhood when executive
function skills normally develop. A similar theory has been proposed about borderline
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personality disorder (C oolidge et al., 2000). It is possible that early childhood
experiences and/or neurobiological abnorm alities also explain im pulse control and
planning difficulties am ong individuals with eating disorders, especially those w ho
display com orbid obsessive-com p u lsive, im pulsive, or borderline personality traits.

Fassino et al. (2002) provided evidence that a deficit in executive functioning
skills may influence one’s ability to accurately perceive size. That is, it may be an
underlying executive functioning deficit that contributes to an eating disorder individual’s
inaccurate shape perception. Must et al. (2006) investigated the relationship between
depression and executive functioning scores, and found that level of depression
influenced scores on neuropsychological tests beyond executive functioning skills. This
suggests that when considering the decision making skills of individuals with eating
disorders, it is also necessary to consider the impact of comorbid pathology such as
depression or substance on those skills.
The current investigation sought to add to the literature pertaining to obligatory
exercise as a self-harm behavior. Limited associations were observed between the OEQ
and SHI. Associations that were observed included items related to eating disordeis such
as exercising an injury on purpose, and abusing laxatives. Both the OEQ total score and
SHI were related to aspects of both impulsivity and compulsivity. Overall these results
suggest that obligatory exercise and self-harm may not be directly related but through
eating disorder symptoms. In turn results support that eating disorder symptoms are
forms of self-harm behavior.
Individuals did not differ on self-harm based on obligatory exercise status, but
individuals who self-harmed were more likely to be obligatory exercisers. This is
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consistent with Davis and Karvinen (2002) who found 78% of individuals in an intent to
harm group were excessive exercisers. This suggests obligatory exercise could in fact be
part of a constellation of self-harm symptoms, or another self-regulatory and/or coping
behavior. Hausenblas and Giacobbi (2004) presented results suggesting exercise is used
as a coping strategy for neurotic individuals. Thome and Espelage (2004) found that for
women with disordered attitudes towards eating, exercise was related to depression and
anxiety, but for women without disordered attitudes towards eating, exercise was related
to positive affect. A difference between obligatory exercise and other self-harm behaviors
is that exercise behaviors have physical health benefits, which cannot be said for the
more traditionally conceptualized self-harm behaviors. Clinicians need to be thorough in
assessment of exercise behavior to determine function of behavior and eating attitudes to
determine the potential of exercise activities as a health risk.
Clinical implications
Results from the current investigation found that certain behavioirs such as
laxative use were related to compulsivity rather than impulsivity as suggested by Favaro
and Santanastaso (1998). In addition exercise is related to both positive and negative
affect depending on levels of disordered attitudes >wards eating (Thome & Espelage,
2004). This suggests the importance of individual assessment for each cl ient to determine
the function of the symptoms s/he may be reporting.
Nock and Prinstein (2004) examined the function of self-mutilati ve behavior and
associated reinforcing properties. They proposed that self-injurious behaviors may be
automatically reinforcing such as through emotional regulation (either producing or
decreasing emotional response), or they may also be reinforced through social means
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such as getting attention, or avoiding an unpleasant situation. Results indicated that it was
common to use multiple methods. The most frequently endorsed reason for self-injury
was automatic reinforcement indicating importance of emotional and/or physiological
regulation. This is similar to the reported purpose of binge eating and purging (Favaro &
Santanastaso, 1998). There is the possibility that these behaviors are preformed for more
than one reason. The function of traditional self-harm behaviors and disordered eating
behaviors may be similar in the regulation of emotion.
Nock and Prinstein (2005) expanded the research examining the function of selfmutilative behaviors to include contextual factors. Results indicated that recent suicide
attempts and hopelessness were associated with only the automatic negative function of
self-harm; depressive and posttraumatic stress symptoms were associated with automatic
positive reinforcement function; perfection in social situations and depressive symptoms
were related to social reinforcement function. They also found that among adolescents,
self-mutilative behavior was performed impulsively without the use of drugs and alcohol,
and in the absence of physical pain. This indicates that self-injurious behavior is
influenced by immediate contingencies rather than long term planning. Similarly
clinicians need to assess the function of eating behavior to lose weight or other functions
such as to regulate emotions or to punish oneself or a combination of several functions.
Similarly impulsive self-harm behaviors have been found across eating disorder
diagnostic subgroups (Favaro et al., 2005), and it would be hasty to assume they are not
occurring among someone with AN.
RescQrch has been inconsistent as to whether self-harm tendencies develop before
or after the development of an eating disorder. Favaro et al. (2005) suggest that it may be
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important to treat eating disorder before it develops into a personality disorder that
invol ves self-harm behaviors. It is possible that if disordered eating attitudes can lead to
negative affect that are moderated by exercise as a coping strategy to regulate negative
affect then it is possible that these individuals may also be more likely to use other affect
regulating strategies such as skin cutting. It seems likely that teaching alternative
methods of coping would be an important step for treatment.
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT), a therapy developed for individuals with
personality disorders has recently been adapted for individuals with eating disorders.
Safer, Telch and Agras (2001) completed the first randomized trial of DBT for binge
eating and purging, by adapting the treatment to focus on emotional regulation skills,
based on the theoretical relationship between the two. Results indicated a reduction in
binge and purge rates with no participant drop out. Palmer (2003) recently tested a full
DBT program on individuals with comorbid eating disorder and borderline personality
disorder diagnosis. A skills training module developed especially for individuals with
eating disorders was used. Results indicated that most patients were neither eating
disordered or self-harming at 12 and 18 months after treatment completion.
Other treatment options may be to consider psychopharmacology to modulate
serotonin, as serotonin has been linked to both impulsive and compulsive behaviors
(Hollander, 1998), and results of this investigation suggest that individuals with eating
disorders are exhibiting both impulsive and compulsive tendencies. Serotonin has also
been found to improve performance on neuropsychological tasks (Must et al., 2006). In
addition, SSRI’s have also been found to reduce symptoms of OCD, and eating disorders
(Hollander, 1998; Ravindran, 1999).
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Limitations and Future directions
This study expanded the understanding of disordered eating, self-harm behaviors,
and impulsivity and compulsivity in several ways such as including concurrent measures
of impulsivity and compulsivity, expanding research to include executive functions and
obligatory exercise. However, several limitations exist. One limitation of the current
investigation was the restriction of the self-harm behaviors to those listed in the SHI.
Because of this, several of the constructs listed in previous investigations such as
stealing, hair pulling, and cheek chewing were not included. This is also a limitation,
because those behaviors had previously been validated as compulsive or impulsive using
factor analysis, and were not able to be cross-validated with the measures of impulsivity
and compulsivity included in this investigation. Another limitation of the of the SHI is
that it does not allow for individuals who engage in potentially damaging behaviors
without specified intent to identify the behaviors they may be engaging in. Not everyone
who engages in self-harming behaviors may identify the behaviors as such, and it would
be important to investigate the any differences between individuals who self-identify
their behaviors as harmful to those who do not.
Several behaviors are debatable as to whether or not they should be considered
self-harming. It is generally accepted that physical damage to one’s body (e.g., burning)
is considered deviant in Western society, however behaviors engaged in for enjoyment
such as alcohol use, or for body modification (e.g., tattooing), are generally not. Exercise
is behaviors that are more difficult to classify. Exercise has been linked to improvement
of health, whereas behaviors such as skin cutting are related to bodily harm. Research
exists that suggests that certain individuals exercise in a manner than is self-harming (e.g.
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Davis, 2000). Further research is needed in this area to be able to identify factors to
differentiate healthy from nonhealthy exercise. It is again important as a clinician to
assess the function of the behavior and the potential for self-injury.
Several other variables have been related to the presentation of self-harrn
behaviors among individuals with disordered eating tendencies such as stress within
family of origin, trauma, dissociation, and intense emotional experiences. A limitation of
this investigation is that it did not include measurements of these variables to explore
their relation to eating disorders, self-harm, impulsivity and compulsivity.
The relationship of eating disorders to executive functions should continued to be
examined. A group of individuals with borderline personality disorder scored higher than
control groups on ADHD, executive function deficits, and mild neurocognitive disorder
suggesting a relationship between BPD and neuropsychological dysfunction specifically
frontal lobe (Coolidge et al., 2000). This study did not examine the relationship of eating
disorders with these disorders or constructs that may show a similar pattern. Future
research should continue to examine executive functions and decision making skills in
individuals with eating disorders.
This line of research should also be expanded to samples of men. Men have been
reported to have similar rates of self-harm (Gratz, Conrad & Roemer, 2002;
Muehlenkamp & Gutierrez, 2004), and estimates are that incidences of eating disorders
among men are also on the rise (Harvey & Robinsion, 2003). Men have also been
observed to engage in different coping strategies in response to emotions than women,
and have are less likely to experience negative affect after eating (Kenardy, Butler,
Carter, & Moor, 2003).

Future research should continue to explore the role of coping responses as a
connection between eating disorders and self-harm behavior. Self-injurers have been
found to use catharsis strategies, which are less effective than say problem-solving
strategies (Dear et al., 2001). Emotion-focused coping was associated with eating
disorder symptoms, and was less effective than other strategies such as task oriented
(Fryer, Waller, & Kroese, 1997; Koff & Sangani, 1997). Exercise, on the other hand, is
not consistently associated with negative coping strategies. In certain investigations
exercise has been identified as a health promoting behavior (Ingledew, Hardy, Cooper &
Jemal, 1996), whereas in other investigations identified exercise as related to pathology
(Brehm & Steffen, 1998). It will be continuingly important to identify risk factors
associated with negative exercise outcomes as exercise is increasingly promoted to help
prevent obesity. It will also be important to continue to prevent eating disorders.
Variables that will be important to study to determine risk factors for excessive or
obligatory exercise appear to be similar to those that will be important to identify eating
disorders and self-injurious behavior. They include affect, self-esteem, and affect
regulation. Exercise has been identified as means to regulate mood (Davis, 2000), as has
self-harm and eating disorder behaviors (Favazza et al., 1989).
Continued research is needed to examine the pathology of both impulsive and
compulsive traits, and if there is a different presentation of clinical symptoms among
individuals with eating disorders who have either impulsive or compulsive tendencies
compared to those who have both. The current investigation found that individuals with
both impulsive and compulsive tendencies scored the highest on seven subscales of the
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ED1-2 whereas previous research by Favaro and Santonastaso (1998) found differences
only on introceptive awareness.

Research exploring impulsivity, eating disorders, and self-harm have focused thus
far on AN and BN. Future research should explore these constructs among indi\ iduals
with binge eating disorder. Binge eating disorder may be a ‘purer’ impulsive disorder as
symptoms do not include vomiting, which is often considered a compulsive behavior
(e.g., Favaro & Santonastaso, 1999).
The current investigation added information to the debate surrounding multiimpulsive bulimia and deliberate harm syndrome. Results indicated that impulsive and
compulsive traits were more important in identifying pathology than impulsivity alone.
Support for multi-impulsive bulimia came from results that indicated that individuals
with both disordered eating and other behaviors consistently scored higher on indices of
pathology. However, these results are also in support of deliberate self-harm syndrome,
as individuals reported on the SHI that they had intentionally performed the reported self
damaging behaviors. It is not clear however, whether individuals who reported disordered
eating behaviors such as binge eating, did so on purpose, and seems to part of the theory
of deliberate harm syndrome. Further research is needed to continue to develop whether
these two separate diagnostic entities are necessary, and how they relate to eating
disorders. Research should also continue to examine the role that comorbid depression
and personality disorders play in the exhibition of disordered eating and other impulsive
behaviors, and if that relationship provides an adequate explanation without development
of new diagnostic categories.
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Finally, the current study utilized a college sample, as found similar results to
previous investigations about the relationship of both impulsivity and compulsivity to
eating disorder tendencies (Engel et al., 2005). This indicates that these traits exist
outside of clinical level symptoms and may be risk factors to the development of clinical
level symptoms. It also suggests the possibility that many individuals are experiencing
eating disorder and self-harm symptoms. For example, 10% of the sample admitted to
previous skin cutting. Future research should continue to investigate impulsive and
compulsive traits as risk factors, and prevention and treatment strategies.
In summary, results indicated that elements of eating disorders are related to both
impulsive and compulsive tendencies and support the association between eating
disordered behaviors and self-harm. Results suggest, however, that eating disorder traits
may be more related to compulsive tendencies, and that non-eating related self-harm is
related to impulsive tendencies. Findings in the current investigation also suggest that
eating disorders are related to executive functions, particularly motivation and impulse
control. Exploring the relationship between self-harm and obligatory exercise suggest
that obligatory exercise may be more common among individuals who engage in several
forms of self-harm behavior and in that circumstance also be considered self-harm.
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Appendix A
Background Questionnaire
Before we begin, I would like you to answer the following questions. Please
circle your answer or fill in the blank where appropriate. Thank you.
1. Sex

M

F

2. A g e ______
3. If currently in college, circle class:
4. H e ig h t:____________

FR

SO

JR

SR

5. W e ig h t_____________

6. Do you currently engage in regular physical exercise for either recreation,
sport, or personal fitness?

Y

N

7. Please list and rank activities that are regularly part of your exercise routine
i.e., which do you do most frequently, etc.

8. how frequently do you exercise
a) less than 2 times per week; b) 2 times per week; c) 3 times per week;
d) 4 times per week; e) 5 times per week; f) 6 times per week; g) daily

9. Do you participate in more than exercise session per day?

Y

N

If yes, how many times per d a y ______________________

10. W hat is the approximate, average, total length or time of each exercise
session?
a)

5-15 minutes; b) 16-30minutes; c) 31-45 minutes; d) 46-60 minutes, e)

61-75 minutes; f) 76-90 minutes; g) more than 90 minutes

11. How would you rate the overall intensity of your exercise activity?
a) very light; b) light; c) moderate; d) heavy; e) very heavy
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Appendix B
Eating Questionnaire-Revised
Please circle the letter of the answer that best describes your eating behavior.
1 How often do you binge eat? (if you do not binge eat skip to question 12)
a) seldom
b) once or twice a month
c) once a week
d) almost every day
e) every day
2. What is the average length of a bingeing episode?
a) less that 1 minutes
b) 15-30 minutes
c) 30 minutes to an hour
d) 1 hour to 2 hours
e) more than 2 hours
3. Which of the following statements best applies to your binge eating?
a) I don't eat enough to satisfy me
b) I eat until I've had enough to satisfy me
c) I eat until my stomach feels full
d) I eat until my stomach is painfully full
e) I eat until I can’t eat anymore
4. Do you ever vomit after a binge?
a) never
b) about 25% of the time
c) about 50% of the time
d) about 75% of the time
e) about 100% of the time
5. Which of the following best applies to your eating behavior when binge eating?
a) i eat much more slowly than usual
b) I eat somewhat more slowly than usual
c) I eat at about the same speed as I usually do
d) I eat somewhat faster than usual
e) I eat very rapidly
6. How much are you concerned about your binge eating?
a) not bothered at all
b) bothers me a little
c) moderately concerned
d) a major concern
e) the most important concern in my life
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7. Which best describes the control you feel over eating during a binge?
a) never in control
b) in control about 25% of the time
c) in control about 50% of the time
d) in control about 75% of the time
e) always in control
8. Which of the following describes your feeling immediately after a binge?
a) I feel very good
b) I feel good
c) I feel fairly neutral, not too nervous or uncomfortable
d) I am moderately nervous and/or uncomfortable
e) I am very nervous and/or uncomfortable
9. Which most accurately describes your mood immediately after a binge?
a) very happy
b) moderately happy
c) neutral
d) moderately depressed
e) very depressed
10. Which of the following best describes the situation in which you typically binge?
a) always completely alone
b) alone but around unknown others (e.g., restaurant)
c) only around others who know about my bingeing
d) only around friends and family
e) in any situation
11. On a day that you binge, how many binge episodes typically occur during that day?
a) 0
b) 1
c) 2
d) 3
e) 4 or more
12. Which of the following best describes any weight changes you have experienced in
the last year?
a) 0-5 lbs
b) 5-10 lbs
c) 10-20 lbs
d) 20-30 lbs
e) more than 30 lbs
13. How often do you use restrictive diets/fasts?
a) never
b) one time per month
c) two times per month
d) one time per week
e) almost always
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14. How often do you use laxatives to lose weight?
a) never
b) one time per month
c) two times per month
d) one time per week
e) almost always
15. How often do you use diuretics to lose weight?
a) never
b) one time per month
c) two times per month
d) one time per week
e) almost always
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Appendix C

Eating DisorderInventory-3
This test has items that ask about your attitudes, feelings, and behaviors. Some of the items
relate to food or eating. Other items relate to your feelings about yourself. For each item,
decide if the item is true about you NEVER (1), RARELY (2), SOMETIMES (3), OFTEN
(4), USUALLY (5), OR ALWAYS (6). Record answer that corresponds to your rating for
each item on the accompanying answer sheet. For example, if your rating for an item is
OFTEN you would mark 4 on the answer sheet. Respond to all of the items.

1. I eat sweets and carbohydrates without feeling nervous_____
2. I think that my stomach is too big.________
3. I wish that I could return to the security of childhood.______
4. I eat when I am upset.________
5. I stuff myself with food.________
6. I wish that I could be younger.________
7. I think about dieting._______
8. I get frightened when my feelings are too strong._______
9. I think that my thighs are too large.________
10. I feel ineffective as a person.________
11. I feel extremely guilty after overeating.________
12. I think that my stomach is just the right size.________
13. Only outstanding performance is good enough in my family.
14. The happiest time in life is when you are a child.________
15. I am open about my feelings.________
16. 1am terrified of gaining weight.________
17. I trust others._______
18. I feel alone in the world.________
19. 1 feel satisfied with the shape of my body.________
20. I feel generally in control of things in my life.________
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21. I get confused about what em otion I am fe e lin g ._________
22. I w ould rather be an adult than a c h ild ._________

23. I can communicate with others easily.________
24. 1 wish I were someone else.________
25. 1exaggerate or magnify the importance of weight._______
26. 1can clearly identify what emotion I am feeling. _ _ _ _ _ _
27. I feel inadequate._______
28. i have gone on eating binges where I felt that I could not stop.________
29. As a child, I tried very hard to avoid disappointing my parents and teachers.
30. I have close relationships.________
31.1 like the shape of my buttocks.________
32. Iam preoccupied with the desire to be thinner.________
33. I don't know what's going on inside m e.________
34. I have trouble expressing my emotions to others.________
35. The demands of adulthood are too great.________
36. I hate being less than best at things.________
37. I feel secure about myself.________
38. I think about bingeing (overeating).________
39. I feel happy that I am not a child anymore.________
40. I get confused as to whether or not I am hungry._______
41. I have a low opinion of myself.________
42. I feel that I can achieve my standards._______
43. My parents have expected excellence of m e.________
44. I worry that my feelings will get out of control._______
45. I think my hips are too big.________
46. I eat moderately in front of others and stuff myself when they're gone.___
47. 1 feel bloated after eating a normal meal.________
48. I feel that people are happiest when they are children._______
49. If I gain a pound, I worry that I will keep gaining.________
50. 1 feel that I am a worthwhile person.________
51. When I am upset, I don't know if I am sad, frightened, or angry.________
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52. I feel that 1 must do things perfectly or not do them at a ll._________

53. 1 have the thought of trying to vomit in order to lose weight.________
54. I need to keep people at a certain distance (feel uncomfortable if someone tries to get
too close).________
55. I think that my thighs are just the right size._______
56. I feel empty inside (emotionally).________
57. 1can talk about personal thoughts or feelings._______
58. The best years of your life are when you become an adult.________
59. 1think my buttocks are too large.________
60. I have feelings I can't quite identify.________
61. I eat or drink in secrecy.________
62. I think that my hips are just the right size.________
63. I have extremely high goals.________
64. When I am upset, I worry that I will start eating._______
65. People I really like end up disappointing m e._______
66. I am ashamed of my human weaknesses._______
67. Other people would say that I am emotionally unstable._______
68. 1 would like to be in total control of my bodily urges._______
69. I feel relaxed most in group situations.________
70. I say things impulsively that I regret having said._______
71. I go out of my way to experience pleasure._______
72. I have to be careful of my tendency to abuse drugs._______
73. I am outgoing with most people.________
74. I feel trapped in relationships.________
75. Self-denial makes me feel stronger spiritually._______
76. People understand my real problems.________
77. I can't get strange thoughts out of my head.________
78. Eating for pleasure is a sign of moral weakness.________
79. 1am prone to outbursts of anger or rage.________
80. 1 feel that people give me the credit I deserve.________
81. 1have to be careful of my tendency to abuse alcohol._______
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82. I believe that relaxing is simply a waste of time.____
83. Others would say that I get irritated easily.________
84. I feel like 1am losing out everywhere.________
85. I experience marked mood shifts.________
86. I am embarrassed by my bodily urges.________
87. 1 would rather spend time by myself than with others.
88. Suffering makes you a better person.________
89. I know that people love m e.________
90. I feel like I must hurt myself or others.________
91. I feel that I really know who I am .________
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Appendix D
Directions:
Listed below are a series of statements about people's exercise habits. Please circle the number
that reflects how often you could make the following statements:

1-NEVER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
!3.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

2 -SOMETIMES

3 - USUALLY

4 -ALWAYS

I engage in physical exercise on a daily basis.
1 engage in one/more o f the following forms o f exercise: walking,
jogging/running or weightlifting.
I exercise more than three days per week.
When I don’t exercise I feel guilty.
I sometimes feel like I don’t want to exercise, but 1 go ahead and push
m yself anyway.
My best friend likes to exercise.
When I miss an exercise session, 1 feel concerned about my body
possibly getting out o f shape.
If I have planned to exercise at a particular time and something unexpected
comes up (like an old friend comes to visit or 1 have some work to do that
needs immediate attention) I will usually skip my exercise for thatday.
If I miss a planned workout, I attempt to make up for it thenext day.
I may miss a day o f exercise for no good reason.
Sometimes, I feel a need to exercise twice in one day, even though I
may feel a little tired.
If I feel I have overeaten, I will try to make up for it by increasing the
amount I exercise.
When I miss a scheduled exercise session 1 may feel tense, irritable
or depressed.
Sometimes, I find that my mind wanders to thoughts about exercising.
I have had daydreams about exercising.
I keep a record o f my exercise performance, such as how long I work
out, how far or fast I run.
1 have experienced a feeling o f euphoria or a “high” during or after
an exercise session.
I frequently “push m yself to the limits.”
I have exercised when advised against such activity (i.e. by a
doctor, friend, etc.)
1 will engage in other forms o f exercise if 1 am unable to engage in
my usual form o f exercise.
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Appendix E
Executive Function Scale
R a te h o w w e l l e a c h o f th e f o l l o w i n g s ta te m e n ts d e s c r ib e s y o u .

1 1 have a lot of enthusiasm to do things.
2 When doing several things in a row, 1 mix up the sequence
3 1 try to plan for the future

1
1
1

2
2
2

4 I can sit and do nothing for hours
5 1 take risks, sometimes for fun
6 1 have trouble when doing two things at once, multi-tasking

1
1
1

7 I am interested in doing new things
8 1 have a lot of concern for the well-being of other people
9 I’m an organized person

1
1
1

3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

10 I save money on a regular basis
1
11 I do or say tings that others find embarrassing
1
12 People who are foolish enough to be taken advantage of deserve it
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

2

3

4

5

13 I only have to make a mistake once in order to learn from it
14 I tend to be an energetic person
15 I make inappropriate sexual advances or flirtatious comments

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

16 When someone is in trouble, I feel the need to help them
17 I sometimes lose track of what Em doing
18 1 feel protective towards a friend who is being treated badly

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

19 1 think about the consequences of an action before I do it
1
20 I lose my temper when I get upset
1
21 I take other people’s feelings into account when I do something 1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

3
3
3

4
4
4

5
5
5

22 I have trouble summing up information in order to make a decision with
2
l
23 I start thing, but then lose interest and do something else
1
2
2
24 1 swcar/use obscenities
1
25 l don’t like it my actions or words hurt someone else
26 1 use strategies to remember things
27 1 monitor myself so that I can catch my mistakes
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1
1
1

2
2
2

A ppendix F
Barrett Im pulsiveness Scale -11
People differ in the w ays they act and think in different situations. This is a test to
m easures som e o f the w ays in w hich you act and think. Read each statement and circle
the number. D o not spend too m uch tim e on any statement. A nsw er quickly and honestly.

1. 1 plan tasks carefully
1
2. I do things without thinking
1
3. Iam happy-go-lucky
1
4. I have “racing'’ thoughts
1
5. I plan trips well ahead of time
1
6. I am self-controlled
1
7. I concentrate easily
1
8. I save regularly
1
9. 1find it hard to sit still forlong periods of time
1
10.1 am a careful thinker
1
11.1 plan for job security
1
12.1 say things without thinking
1
13.! like to think about complex problems
1
14.1 changejobs
1
15.1 act “on impulse”
1
16.1 get easily bored when solving thought problems i
17.1 have regular medical/dental check-ups
1
! 8.1 act on the spur of the moment
1
19.1 am a steady thinker
1
2 0 .1 change where 1 live
1
21.1 buy things on impulse
1
22.1 finish what I start
1
2 3 .1 walk and move fast
1
24.1 solve problem by trial-and-error
1
25.1 spend or charge more than I earn
1
26.1 talk fast
1
27.1 have outside thoughts when thinking
1
2 8 .1 am more interested in the present than the future 1
2 9 .1 am restless at lectures or talks
1
30.1 plan for the future
1
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
T
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Appendix G
MAUDSLEY OBSESSIONAL-COMPULSIVE (MOC) INVENTORY
Please answer each question by putting a circle around the “TRUE” or the "FALSE” following the
question. There are no right or wrong answers, and no trick questions. Work quickly and do not think too
long about the exact meaning of the question.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

1avoid using public telephones because of possible contamination.
1 frequently get nasty thoughts and have difficulty in getting rid of them.
I am more concerned than most people about honesty.
I am often late because 1can’t seem to get through everything on time.
I don't worry unduly about contamination if 1touch an animal.
1 frequently Stave to check things (e.g. gas or water taps, doors, etc.)
several times.
7. I have a very strict conscience.
8. 1 find, that almost everyday I am upset my unpleasant thoughts that come
into my mind against my will.
9. 1do not worry unduly if 1accidentally bump into someone.
10. 1 usually have serious doubts about simple everyday things 1do.
11. Neither of my parents was very strict during my childhood.
12. 1tend to get behind in my work because 1 repeat things over and over again.
13. 1use only an average amount of soap.
14. Some numbers are extremely unlucky.
15. I do not check letters over and over again before posting them.
16. 1do not take a long time to dress in the morning.
17. 1am not excessively concerned about cleanliness.
18. One of my major problems is that 1 pay too much attention to detail.
19. I an use well-kept toilets without any hesitation.
20. My major problem is repeated checking.
21. I am not unduly concerned about germs and diseases.
22. 1do not tend to check things more than once.
23 1do not stick to a very strict routine when doing ordinary things.
24. My hands do not feel dirty after touching money.
25. 1do not usually count when I am doing a routine task.
26. 1take rather a long time to complete my washing in the morning.
27. 1do not use a great deal of antiseptics.
28. I spend a lot of time every day checking things over and over.
29. Hanging and folding my clothes at night does not take up a lot of time.
30. Even when 1do something very carefully 1often feel that it is not quite
right.
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TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

TRUE
TRUE

FALSE
FALSE

TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE

FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FAL.SE
FALSE

Appendix H
Yale-Brown-Cornell Eating Disorder Scale Symptom Checklist
Check all that apply. Remember to clarify whether each symptom is oast and/or
current. If the ^ymptom has never occurred leave the item blank.
PREOCCUPATIONS
Do you...
current past
_________ Categorize all food into -good or bad
_________ Think excessively about the fat content of food
_________ Think excessively ahout the caloric content of food
_________ Think excessively about the sugar content of food
_________ Fears that eating a certain type of food will lead to immediate body
changes, e.g., eating fat will deposit fat to hips
_________ Fear of eating from a full plate of food
_________ Fear of eatir.g all of the food that is on one's plate
_________ Fear of consuming fluids
_________ Fear of not being able to consume fluids
_________ Fear of being unable to eat
_________ Fear of being unable to stop eating
_________ Fear of eating in front of other people
_________ Fear of being fat or overweight
_________ Fear of weighing outside of a narrow range, or preoccupation with a specific
weight
_________ Excessive concern with a specific body part or aspect of appearance
_________ Fear of others thinking she/he is fat
_________ Excessive concern with size of clothing e.g. would not buy clothing that was
not a small size even if it fits and looked good
_________ Fear of wearing certain types of clothing, e.g., fear of wearing underwear
_________ Fear of wearing either tight or loose fitting clothing
_________ Think excessively about hoarding food
_________ Think excessively about exercise
RITUALS
Be sure to focus on the compelling nature of the behavior not just the occurrence of the
behavior.
Current Past
Do you...
_________ Need to consume food at a specific rate, eg. can take a bite only every 2
minutes
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Need to chew each mouthful of food a specific number of times
Need to cut each piece of food into a specific size
Need to consume foods of certain colors or types
Need to avoid certain types of food, e.g., fats, meats
Need to consume each food type completely and in a specific order, e.g.,
must eat all green beans before potatoes can be eaten
Need to consume fluids in a certain way or amount, e.g.. need to drink 2
glasses of water before eating any meal
Need to eat meals by oneself
Need to leave food on the plate when done eating, cannot consume all food
on plate
Need to manipulate or stir food
Need to fill glass or plate only partially, cannot fill glass or plate fully
Need to have table set in a specific way before she/he can eat
Need to wipe mouth with napkin a fixed number of times after each bite of f
food
Food cannot touch lips
No part of the body can touch the table or plate
Need for absolute constancy of food expected, eg. An orange could not be
constituted if an apple was expected
Need to compute caloric content of all foods eaten
Need to compute fat content of all foods eaten
Need to cook for others
Need to begin each binge with a certain type of food or with food of a certain
color
Need to eat only certain type(s) of food
Need to eat all food that is present (can leave no food uneaten no matter
what it is)
Need to
Need to
Need to
Need to
Need to

purge in a in a specific place
purge in a specific way or position, eg. Must use 2 fingers
purge a specific minimum amount
purge a specific amount of time after eating
use a specific number of laxatives

Need to have things not touch while sitting or standing
Need to continually check that wrist can be spanned with fingers
Need to feel hip bones repeatedly
Need to see a specific bone, e.g., wrist
Ritualized bathroom habits, eg. Pushing on lower stomach when urinating
or defecating
Need to overdress to force sweating
Need to weigh oneself repeatedly or check one’s weight repeatedly
Need to weigh oneself only in ritualized ways, eg., nude, at 8AM, after
meals, or after defecating
Need to exercise after meals
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Need to exercise in a specific way and/or at a specific time, eg. Can only do
sit-ups at 7 AM and run at 4 PM
Ritualized exercise pattern, eg. Must do 50 sit-ups, if interrupted while doing
the 49th must begin over again and do all 50
Need to be moving at all times, cannot sit still, paces, fidgets
Need to shiver to expend calories rather than putting on additional clothing
Hoarding food in a ritualized way
Collecting and saving recipes, pictures of food, articles on foods
Make lists of body weight
Make lists of caloric intake
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Appendix I

Self-Harm Inventory
Instructions. Please answer the following questions by checking either, “Yes”, or “No.”
Check “yes” o n ly to those items that you have done intentionally, or o n p u r p o s e , to hurt
yourself.
Yes

No

Have you ever intentionally, or on purpose,. . .

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Overdosed? (If yes, number of times_____)
Cut yourself on purpose? (If yes, number of times_____)
Burned yourself on purpose? (If yes, number of times_____ )
Hit yourself? (If yes, number of times_____)
Banged your head on purpose? (If yes, number of times____ )
Abused alcohol?
Driven recklessly on purpose? (If yes, number of times_____)
Scratched yourself on purpose? (If yes, number of times_____)
Prevented wounds from healing?
Made medical situations worse, on purpose (e.g.,skipped medication)?

11. Been promiscuous (i.e., had many sexual partners)? (If yes, how
many?_____)
12. Set yourself up in a relationship to be rejected?
13. Abused prescription medication?
14. Distanced yourself from God as punishment?
i d. Engaged in emotionally abusive relationships? (If yes, number of
relationships?_____)
16. Engaged in sexually abusive relationships? (If yes, number of
relationships?_____)
17. Lost a job on purpose? (If yes, number of times_____)
18. Attempted suicide? (If yes, number of times_____)
19. Exercised an injury on purpose?
20. Tortured yourself with self-defeating thoughts?
2 1. Starved yourself to hurt yourself?
22. Abused laxatives to hurt yourself? (If yes, number of times_____)

Have you engaged in any other self-destructive behaviors not asked about in this
inventory? I f so, please describe below.

© 1995: Sans one, Sansone, & Wiederman
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Appendix J
INSTRUCTIONS:
Below is a list of problems people sometimes have. Read each one carefully and circle
the number that best describes HOW MUCH THAT PROBLEM HAS DISTRESSED OR
BOTHERED YOU DURING THE PAST 7 DAYS INCLUDING TODAY. Circle only one
number for each problem. Do not skip any items. If you change your mind, erase your
first mark carefully and then circle your new choice.
HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY:
1. Headaches

0

1

2

3

4

2. Nervousness or shakiness inside

0

1

2

3

4

3. Repeated unpleasant thoughts that won’t leave your mind
0

1

2

3

4

4. Faintness or dizziness

0

1

2

3

4

5. Loss of sexual interest or pleasure

0

1

2

3

4

6. Feeling critical of others

0

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

9. Trouble remembering things
10. Worried about sloppiness or carelessness

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

11. Feeling easily annoyed or irritated

0

2

3

4

12. Pains in heart or chest

0

1
1

2

3

4

13. Feeling afraid in open spaces or on the streets 0

1

2

3

4

14. Feeling low in energy or slowed down

0

1

2

3

4

15. Thoughts of ending your life
16. Hearing voices that other people do not hear

0
0

1

3

1

2
2

3

4
4

17. Trembling

0

1

2

3

4

18. Feeling that most people cannot be trusted

0

1

2

3

4

19. Poor appetite

0

1

2

3

4

20. Crying easily
21. Feeling shy or uneasy with the opposite sex
22. Feelings of being trapped or caught
23. Suddenly scared for no reason
24.Temper outbursts that you could not control
25.Feeling afraid to go out of your house alone
26.Blaming yourself for things
27. Pains in lower back
28.Feeling blocked in getting things done

0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2

3

4

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

7. The idea that someone else can control your thoughts
0
8. Feeling others are to blame for most of your troubles
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Feeling lonely
1
0
2
4
3
Feeling blue
0
1
2
4
3
Worrying too much about things
0
1
4
2
3
Feeling no interest in things
0
1
2
4
3
Feeling fearful
0
1
2
3
4
Your feelings being easily hurt
0
1
2
4
3
Other people being aware of your private thoughts
0
1
2
4
3
36. Feeling others do not understand you or are unsympathetic
1
0
2
3
4
37. Feeling that people are unfriendly or dislike you 0
1
4
2
3
38. Having to do things very slowly to insure correctness
1
4
0
2
3
4
39. Heart pounding or racing
1
2
3
0
4
40. Nausea or upset stomach
0
1
2
3
41. Feeling inferior to others
1
2
4
0
3
42. Soreness of your muscles
0
1
2
3
4
43. Feeling that you are watched or talked about by others
4
0
1
2
3
44. Trouble falling asleep
0
1
4
2
3
45. Having to check and double-check what you do 0
4
1
2
3
46. Difficulty making decisions
3
4
0
1
2
^7. Feeling afraid to travel on buses, subways, or trains
1
4
0
2
3
48. Trouble getting your breath
2
3
4
0
1
49. Hot or cold spells
2
4
0
1
3
50. Having to avoid certain things, places, or activities because they frighten you
1
2
4
0
3
51. Your mind going blank
1
3
4
0
2
52. Numbness or tingling in parts of your body
0
1
2
4
3
53. A lump in your throat
1
2
4
0
3
4
54. Feeling hopeless about the future
0
2
1
3
1
2
4
55. Trouble concentrating
0
3
56. Feeling weak in parts of your body

0

1

2

3

4

57. Feeling tense or keyed up

0

1

2

3

4

58. Heavy feelings in your arms or legs
59. Thoughts of death or dying

0

1

3

4

0

1

2
2

3

4

60. Overeating

0

1

2

3

4

61. Feeling uneasy when people are watching or talking about you
1
2
0

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

63. Having urges to beat, injure, or harm someone 0
0
64. Awakening in the early morning

1
1

2

3

2

3

4
4

62. Having thoughts that are not your own
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65. Having to repeat the same actions such as touching, counting, or washing
0

1

2

3

4

66. Sleep that is restless or disturbed

0

1

2

3

4

67. Having urges to break or smash things

0

1

2

3

4

68. Having ideas or beliefs that others do not share 0

1

2

3

4

69. Feeling very self-conscious with others

1

2

3

4

0

70. Feeling uneasy in crowds, such as shopping or at a movie
0

1

2

3

4

71. Feeling everything is an effort

0

1

2

3

4

72 Spells of terror or panic

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

74. Getting into frequent arguments

0

1

2

3

4

75. Feeling nervous when you are left alone

0

1

2

3

4

73. Feeling uncomfortable about eating or drinking in public

76. Others not giving you proper credit for your achievements
0

1

2

3

4

77. Feeling lonely even when you are with people

0

1

2

3

4

78. Feeling so restless you couldn't sit still

0

1

2

3

4

79. Feelings of worthlessness

0

1

2

3

4

80. The feeling that something bad is going to happen to you
1
0

2

3

4

81. Shouting or throwing things

0

1

2

3

4

82. Feeling afraid you will faint in public

0

1

2

3

4

83. Feeling that people will take advantage of you if you let them
0

1

2

3

4

84. Having thoughts about sex that bother you a lot 0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

87. The idea that something serious is wrong with your body
1
0

2

4

85. The idea that you should be punished for your sins
86. Thoughts and images of a frightening nature

88. Never feeling close to another person

0

1

2

3
3

89. Feelings of guilt

0

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

4

90. The idea that something is wrong with your mind
0
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Appendix K
Consent Form
My name is AnnaMarie Carlson and I am a graduate student at UND, working with supervision of Dr. Ric
Ferraro (701-777-2414) in the psychology department. Our department supports the practice of protection
oi human subjects in experimental research, in accordance with the American Psychological Association.
The following information in provided so that you may decide if you wish to participate or not. You are
free at any time during the experiment to withdraw your participation for any reason whatsoever. Also, if
you do decide not to participate, such as decision will not in any way prejudice your future relations with
UND, the psychology department, psychology faculty, or the psychology staff. You will receive one hour
of credit to be used toward your psychology class for completing this questionnaire packet. If you decide
to withdraw from any part of the experiment, you will still receive this 1 hour of extra credit. All data
collected in the experiment will remain confidential and will be used for research purposes only.
Subject numbers (i.e., random numbers) will be assigned to each participant so as not to identify
any data with a particular individual. This random number will not be your Social Security Number or
NAID number. Data are also analyzed from a group perspective rather than an individual perspective. The
University of North Dakota Institutional Review Board has approved this experiment.
This experiment is investigating and collecting data on healthy behaviors in college women.
Benefits to the subjects include contributing to psychological research, learning more about themselves,
and the cognitive processes that may be involved in some pathological behaviors, as well as weight, shape
and health and therefore may elicit some thoughts that you have that are negative or discomforting. 1can
be contacted following the study to discuss any problems or concerns that may arise.
Participants will be asked to complete the following: 1) Background Questionnaire, 2) Exercise
Scales, 3) Eating Attitudes Scale, 4) Harmful Behavior Questionnaire, 5) Body and Self-esteem
Questionnaires, 6) Mood Questionnaire. These questions should take no longer than one hour to answer.
Data for this study will be stored in a secure cabinet in the psychology department, separate from
the consent forms. Only the principle investigator, research assistants, and individuals who audit 1RB
procedures will have access to the stored data. Data and consent forms will be kept for at least 3 years
following the completion of the study, and then shredded when no longer needed. Do you have any
questions? If you do have questions at any time, please feel free to contact me in the UND psychology
department (701-777-6496). If you have any other questions or concerns, please call the office of Research
and Program Development at (701-777-4279). Thank you.
Please sign and date both copies of this consent form, and keep the top one for your own records.
Your signature below indicates that you have thoroughly read this consent form and agree to participate.
Participant Signature
Date

Participant ID #

Phone #

If you would like to receive a copy of the final results, please print your address in the space below:
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Appendix L
Debriefing Fonn
The purpose of the current study was to examine the relation between eating disorders
and other behaviors that can be damaging to ones health. It may have been difficult to
answer some of these questions, as they are of a persona! nature. If you think that you are
engaging in behaviors or having thoughts that you think are harmful to your person, or
are causing you stress, there are several people you can contact on campus to help you
relieve that stress.
•

•
•

UND Counseling Center - 210 McCannel Hall 777-2127
o Provide free and confidential services to students
o An online psychological assessment can be found at
http://www.und.edu/dept/counsel/help-assessment.htm
o Are part of a multidisciplinary team involved in the care of eating
disorders
Psychological Service Center - 210 Montgomery Hall 777-3691
o Provide free and confidential services to students and nonstudents
For an emergency, the Campus Crisis Coordination Team is available by calling
777-3491

Thank you again for your participation.
AnnaMarie Carlson, M.A.
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